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Reagan reports modest progress
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan, addressing a Joint
session of Congress upon his
return from Geneva, characterized his summit with Mikhail
Gorbachev as a "constructive
meeting" and said the leaders
had made a "measure of progress" on arms control.
However, the president said,
"I can't claim we had a meeting
of the minds" and his description of the arms understandings
included only the modest provi-

sions carried in a Joint
statement issued from Geneva.
"While we still have a long
way to go, we're at least heading
in the right direction," Reagan
said. "I gained a better perspective; I feel he did too."
Back home after the first U.S.Soviet summit in six years, Reagan declared that he, as well as
everyone, was "impatient for
results" in the drive to improve
superpower relations. But be
quickly cautioned that "goodwill

and good hopes do not always
yield lasting results. Quick flies
don't fix big problems."
"We don't want a phony peace
or a frail peace," the president
said. "We did not go in pursuit of
some kind of illusory detente.
We can't be satisfied with cosmetic improvements that won't
stand the test of time. We want
real peace."
The speech capped an 18-hour
working day for Reagan.
IN ALL, the president

summed up his trip this way:
"A new realism spawned the
summit; the summit itself was a
good start: and now our byword
must be: Steady as we go."
Reagan's report to the nation
followed a summit that produced agreements to meet again
next year in Washington and the
year after In Moscow, and
accords on issues such as a
cultural exchange and establishment of new diplomatic facilities. But the two leaders failed to

break their deadlock on the
main business of superpower
arms control, and Reagan said
that on the issue of so-called
"Star Wars," the two leaders
had a "very direct" exchange.
"Mr. Gorbachev insisted that
we might use a strategic defense
system to put offensive weapons
into space and establish nuclear
superiority," the president said.
"I made it clear mat SDI (Strategic Defense Initiative) had
nothing to do with offensive

weapons."

Reagan also said he restated
his proposal for "open laboratories for scientists from the
Soviet Union and the United
States to observe each other's
research on strategic defense
systems.
ARMS CONTROL aside, Reagan said he had raised other
subjects, including "threats to
peace" in Afghanistan, NicaraaEthiopia, Angola and Cami by the Soviets.

Envoy negotiates
despite gunfire
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Terry Waite, the archbishop of
Canterbury's envoy who is trying to free American hostages In
Lebanon, was pinned down by
gunfire between battling Moslem militias yesterday.
But in a message for the hostages' families, he said he is still
optimistic about the kidnapped
Americans' chances for freedom. He urged their relatives to
be brave.
"Have courage. Keep calm.
We're making progress/' Waite
said in an interview in The Associated Press office as fighting
raged in the streets below.
But, he cautioned, "We've a
long way to go yet."
Police and hospital officials
said at least five people were
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On Track
On a cold Thursday afternoon, freshman sociology major Amy
Bergen bundled up to take a few laps around the Robert H.

Whlttaker track near Doyt Perry Field. Bergen is a member of the
University track team.

Christmas season begins
by Phillip B. Wilson
staff reporter

Thanksgiving is still six days
away but the city of Bowling
Green has already begun its
preparation for Christmas.
wreaths and other decorations are scattered throughout
the downtown area and today
marks the official opening day
for the December holiday festivities, sponsored by the Promote Bowling Green Committee
of the Chamber of Commerce
and the Downtown Business Association (DBA).
Downtown Christmas lights

are to be turned on today at 7
p.m., including those on the
''Community Christmas Tree"
located on the Wood County District Public Library's front
lawn, 251N. Main St. This is the
first year for the tree project
and Floyd Craft, DBA chairman, hopes it will become an
annual event
"We would like to start a tradition that the community could
build on," he said. "We're hoping it becomes a bigger and
better celebration eachyear."
Craft said city residents are
invited to make or purchase
decorations for the tree. Con-

tributing residents are asked to
contact the Chamber of Commerce, 353-7945, so that an approximate number can be
determined before the tree is
fully decorated.
THE CHRISTMAS festivities
will continue tomorrow at 9 a.m.
with a downtown parade and the
arrival of Santa Claus. Free
movies for children will be
shown in the Cla-Zel Theater
after the parade.
"We've tried to have parades
in the past and they haven't been
successful, but this year we
have been much more successful getting people to partici-

pate," Craft said.
The timing is more convenient
this year because the festivities
are being held the weekend before Thanksgiving, he said.
"The Thanksgiving weekend
this year is not a good time
because the students and professors would be home for the holidays," Craft said. "If this Is
successful, we might do this
next year ... starting a weekend before Thanksgiving."
He said the primary reasons
for the downtown ceremonies
are to promote a good feeling
among city residents and make
them want to come downtown.

killed and 32 wounded in the
fighting between the Shiite Moslem Amal militia and the Islamic Druse sect's Progressive
Socialist Party.
The street battles forced
Waite to delay a news conference and his departure by plane
to Larnaca, Cyprus. From
there, he planned to fly on to
New York for meetings with
US. officials and churchleaders
on the hostage crisis.
WAITE SAID be would conduct the news conference after
the fighting died down.
Waite met the Americans' kidnappers last week, flew to London to talk to U.S. officials and
returned to Beirut Tuesday for
more contacts with the Shiite
fundamentalists.

Union to woo staff
by Don Lee
staff reporter

A Columbus-based union representing state employees is interested in representing
University classified staff members, and representatives from
the union will be on campus in
the near future to discuss the
possibility with the staff members, a union representative
said yesterday.
"Nobody's specifically scheduled to come in yet. but that is
the plan," said David Borer, an
attorney for the Council of Public Workers.
CPW represents employees at
Ohio State University and Akron
University and police at Kent
State University. Clerical workers at KSU are voting on
whether to accept CPW representation and the union is discussing representation with

employees at the University of
Toledo, Borer said.
The union, a branch of the
national Communication Workers of America, represents between 9,000 and 10,000 public
employees in Ohio, Borer said.
CPW REPRESENTATIVES
from Toledo spoke to a group of
about 50 classified employees
Sept. 12 after some employees
contacted them, said Bonnie
Lawrence, a Kohl Hall custodian.
Lawrence, one of the employees, said they were dissatisfied
with the 4.3 percent pay raises,
compared with raises averaging
8 percent for senior adrninistrators, which were approved Aug
23 by the Board of Trustees.
A "little better than half' of
the classified employees have
said they favored a union, Lawrence said.

Leaders declare 'new start'
Future meetings set, but arms pact still deadlocked
GENEVA (AP) - President
Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, sealing their
summit with a toast of champagne, said yesterday their
meeting marked a "new start"
toward improved relations. But
they failed to break their deadlock on the main business of
nuclear arms control.
The two leaders, who spent
more than six hours alone in
private conversations, agreed to
hold a second summit next June
in Washington, and a third in
Moscow in 1987.
Reagan stopped in Brussels to
brief NATO allies and then flew
on to Washington to address a
Joint session of Congress. His
message: that the superpowers
are "heading in the right direction" toward Improved relations.
Gorbachev, summarizing the
summit before briefing Warsaw
Pact leaders in Prague, told
reporters he and Reagan looked
at one another "straight in the
eye" during a series of talks but could not win an agreement
to trade nuclear bomb cutbacks
for an end to the American "Star
Wars" program.
"All restraint will be blown to
the winds" in nuclear competi-

tion unless the United States
pulls back from its anti-missile
defense efforts, the Soviet general secretary said.

still far apart on a joint approach to Reagan's Strategic
Defense Initiative, the so-called
Star Wars anti-missile program.

REAGAN, LEADER of the
world's most powerful democracy, and Gorbachev, head of
the most powerful communist
nation, smiled often and shook
hands frequently at the brief
closing ceremony in Geneva.
They pledged to accelerate the
work of arms control negotiators, but could not even agree on
guidelines for them.
They sat side by side on a
large stage under two huge flags
of the Soviet Union and the
United States and concluded the
first superpower summit In six
years with a statement describing their talks as "frank and
useful," and acknowledging "serious differences remain on a
number of critical issues."
Each applauded the other's
remarks and then witnessed the
signing of the new cultural exchange agreement that Reagan
said paved the way for the people-to-people exchanges be
hopes will lead to unproved understanding.
But they did not disguise the
differences that remain, and
both sides made clear they are

"The real report card on Geneva will not come in for months
or even years," Reagan said.
"But we know the questions that
must be answered.
GORBACHEV SAID. "We
have to be realistic and straightforward, and therefore the solving of the most important
problems concerning the arms
race and increasing hopes of
peace - we didn't succeed in
reaching at this meeting."
The leaders pledged in their
toint statement to "accelerate
the work" at the Geneva arms
control talks, which are scheduled to resume in Geneva in
January. They said the aim of
the talks should be "to prevent
an arms race in space and to
terminate it on earth, to limit
and reduce nuclear arms and
enhance strategic stability."
Calling for "early progress"
in the talks, they endorsed "the
principle of 50-percent reductions in the nuclear arms of the
United States and the USSR"
and also for a separate interim
agreement on intermediate nuclear weapons in Europe.
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It's About Time!
Walking in front of Eppler Complex casting a long shadow. Maria Tatham, secretary for the
Department of Institutional Studies, was bundled up for yesterday's more typical November weather.
After nearly 16 days of record-breaking rainfall and unusually warm temperatures the thermometer
dropped nearly 40 degrees from Wednesday's 70-degree temperatures.

Editorial
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Royalty bill taxing
A piece of legislation pending before the U.S.
.TiSenate threatens to make the rich richer, increase bureaucracy and penalize the innocent.
The bill, S.1739, the Home Audio Recording Act,
would impose a significant royalty tax on audio
recorders and blank tape for the benefit of copyright owners. Five percent of the price of each
audio recorder. 25 percent of the price of dual audio
cassette recorders and 1 cent per minute of playing
time on all blank cassette tapes would be collected
by the government and distributed to copyright
owners.
Numerous pitfalls plague the bill, which was
purportedly drafted in the interests of individual
artists (the singers and songwriters who create the
bulk of the country's music).
The bill does not indicate how money would be
distributed to copyright owners; it is left to the
owners of the copyrights to agree on distribution. In
all likelihood the record labels - the biggest and the
strongest of the copyright owners - would benefit
the most. The rich get richer.
In the probable event that copyright owners
would not come up with an equitable distribution
among themselves, the federal government would
be called upon to mediate the parceling.
Even if distribution were not a likely problem,
the government would assess rebates to users who
could indicate that recording devices were not used
for taping music: a federal agency, the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal, would be created to determine
such exemptions. Bureaucracy increases.
The irony of the bill is that it has yet to be
determined that home taping is detrimental to the
recording industry. In fact, nome tapers are often
the recording industry's best customers. Much
home taping is done to create customized anthologies or because prerecorded cassettes are of inferior quality. The innocent are penalized.
There is nothing wrong, in theory, with a bill
which would protect the rights of copyright owners
from unlawful duplication of recorded music and
Bromote creation and dissemination of music,
hfortunately, S.1739 is fraught with holes; the
passage of such a bill could only lead to abuses of
federally appropriated funds.

Diet drains energy
by Caroline Lanqer
Considering my lifestyle, it's a
wonder that I m not losing
weight. No such luck, my
waistline is doubling. My energy
level, however, is dropping.
Gone are the days when I
believed that not eating at least
one balanced meal a day would
result in death by lack of nutrition. I've managed to survive on
about two square meals a month
(eaten at home where I go to
recuperate from college life).
While at school, anything
goes. If it's convenient to grab
and easy to stuff down my throat
in under ten minutes, it falls into
the catagory of "meal." Coffee
has become the staple for survival.
I've nicknamed my new lifestyle the "DCDE diet" - which
stands for "drink coffee - don't
eat."
I am beginning to daydream
about those pre-college days
when my mother, with her fierce
maternal ways, would not let me
leave the table until the last of
my meat and my vegatables
was ingested. I'm beginning to
daydream about meat and vegatables!
With my busy schedule and
lack of time-management ability, the automat provides my
meals, when I am lucky enough
to have money, let alone the
correct change. It's a simple
Way of life - throwing in a quarter for a package of cheese
crackers to eat en route to class
or dashing into the cafeteria for
yet another cup of coffee.
For some reason, though, I
seem to lack energy.
So to keep myself going I
developed an addiction to chocolate. It takes at least one hit of
some form of chocolate every
couple of hours to keep me
going. Some days, I eat a candy
bar over a cup of coffee, which
provides about two hours and S3
minutes of energy (or, more

honesUy, hyperactivity).
When time is up, though, I
begin to crash. First comes the
lack of concentration, then the
light-headedness and strong desire to fall asleep exactly where
I am. My only hope to keep going
involves another "Union-run" to
grab more chocolate and a cup
of coffee to wash it down.
Then guilt sets in.
What kind of meal is that? Is
this any kind of lifestyle? What
am I doing to my body?
No wonaer I am perpetually
mononucleatic - I don't sleep, I
don't eat, I don't take care of
myself! I have zero energy! My
skin is breaking out! My
waistline is pushing maximum
density! I look like death!
So, in trying to right these
wrongs, I started buying milk,
cereal, bread, peanut butter and
fruit. There was a problem with
each of these. I buy the fruit in
the cafeteria and manage to eat
all of it before I reach my room.
I don't like milk, so it spoils, I
don't like white bread, so It turns
green, subsequently, the cereal
and peanut butter are pretty
useless.
Next I switched to the nonperishables: instant oatmeal,
instant soup, instant coffee and
anything else that was quick and
could be cooked in my dormroom.
It seemed convenient and
healthier than my usual fare,
even if it was only more nutritious in small degrees. But by
the end of the second week, I
was all "oatmealed out."
I also hate to do dishes, so
after three days I've depleted
my bowl supply. But coffee always tastes good and the mug
can be used over and over. And
chocolate is more convenient
still.
Seems I'm back where I
started.

The professional student
College is not always great, but it does have its strong points
by Craig Hergert
When, during one of the first
sessions in a new semester's
writing class, I ask my freshman students what they want to
be in 10 years, the answers tend
to be the same. Whatever it is
they want to be doing for a living
(most of them don't specify),
they all want to be rich. What no
student has ever answered, and
probably never will, is what I
myself am 10 years after starting college - a student.
I'm sure the undergraduate
students in the classes that I
teach are awe-struck at the notion of someone who is, gasp!,
30, still being in college. Who
could possibly prefer all-nighters, dull classes and a lean paycheck, if any. to a shot at the job
market and financial security?
All right, I'll admit it. I don't
love everything about college. In
fact, there have been times during my scholastic odyssey when
I thought about dumping the
whole thing. I loathe the frenzied
pace of the last week or two of
the semester, when I have three
epers due at the same time. I
i the the pressure to keep pulling "A's as regularly as
George Brett hits .300. And I'm
not wild about earning a teaching fellow's salary that doesn't
disqualify me from receiving
free government cheese.
Then why am I still here? I've
asked myself that question more

College turned out to be a good place to
discover my strengths, all two of them,
and to gain a little confidence.
than once. But I do have an
answer. I'm still in college because, for one thing, I have
plenty more to leam about my
chosen field of study and about
life in general. I have plenty to
learn about myself, too. And
because the time I've spent in
college to date has been nelpf ul
in making that discovery, I can't
help but think that it will continue to be so.
When I started college, back
when Gerald Ford was president
and my Minnesota Vikings still
had a decent football team, I
was extremely shy, I mean excruciatingly shy. I made Latka
Gravas look like Whitev Herzog.
College turned out to be a good
place to discover my strengths,
all two of them, and to gain a
little confidence.
Much of the self-discovery has
come from having the chance to
Slay as many roles as Laurence
livier. During my undergraduate days, I sang lead in a fifties
band (I used to have a tape of
some of our performances, but I
think I lost it, thank God), edited
the college newspaper, reviewed
films, and wrote and directed a
one-act play.
Since coining to graduate
school, I've written and performed satirical protest songs,
been involved in last year's local

campaign, and had my own
weekly column in the school
Kper. To be sure, one doesn't
ve to be in college to be active.
But had I been out of school and
in an office, I'm sure I wouldn't
have had the chance to wear so
many hats. Although I'd like to
continue some of these endeavors when I get into the real
world, or when I become a fullfledged professor in the academic one, I'm sure this versatility will stop. I'm also sure I'll
miss it.
By making a habit of staying
in college. I've gradually made
a habit of what college is supposed to be all about in the first
place. Some 2500 years ago a
professional thinker told his students that the unexamined life is
not worth living. In the environment of the university, I've had
the chance to examine a lot of
things, and I don't mean merely
student exams during the proficiency week.
Now, I'm not an expert at it.
mind you. There are plenty of
times when you could offer me a
penny for my thoughts and not
get your money's worth. On the
whole, though, I've found college to be a good place to learn
how to leam.
I don't mean to imply that a
college education is worthless if
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Hergert, a teaching fellow in
English from Slavton, Minn., is
a columnist for the News.
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it doesn't continue ad infinitum.
My point is that college is more
than the years one puts in for his
or her degree. College is a state
of mind. To be a student is to be
committed to learning, to view
knowledge as an end in itself. If
this attitude is discarded at the
end of four years along with the
university pennants and Madonna posters, then the state of
mind necessary to be a student
was never really won although
the diploma was.
Dr. Frank Baldanza was an
example of a perpetual student.
A professor in the English department here at Bowling
Green, he had a reputation for
professionalism among his students and his peers. One of his
students, who worked at the
Jerome Library, said it was not
unusual for her to see Dr. Baldanza arrive there at 8 in the
morning and still be there at 10
at night. What was he doing?
Research for his classes - the
ones he was teaching. For Dr.
Baldanza, a career as a professor did not mean a long awaited
end to study, but a welcomed
continuation of it.
He died last January, every
bit as much of a student, and
very likely more so, as on the
day he began his college career
as a freshman some 40 years
ago.

Editorial Editor
The BG News
211 West Hall

News columnists
Look for local commentary on
the editorial page of The BG
News.
Bill Melden, a free-lance
writer from Chattanooga, Term.,
writes his controversial column
on Thursdays. Craig Hergert, a
teaching fellow and graduate
student in English from Slayton,
Minn., writes his humorous column every Friday.
Read them, as well as guest
commentaries and letters, in the
News.
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RAs needed next semester
Mid-year selection
not as detailed
as spring process
by Patti Skinner
stall reporter

Resident advisers are often
expected to be a commanding
and comforting presence in residence halls for the duration of
the school year, but some don't
stay the entire year.
Six RAs are needed for the
spring semester. Most RAs are
selected in the spring for the
following year, but accordingto
Paula Smith, chairwoman of RA
selection, circumstances sometimes arise that prevent RAs
from fulfilling their contracts.
She said extenuating circumstances such as a drop in grades,
disillusionment with the job, student teaching or early gradua -

PI2ZA
BROTHERS. Inc.

tion can necessitate RA replacement.
Carol Bembry, senior special
education major, is one of the
RAs leaving at mid-year. She
said she is leaving her position
because she needs to take extra
classes to graduate on time.
"I WAS an RA in Dunbar last
year so I knew what I was getting into, but I didn't realize my
class load would be so heavy,
Bembry said.
Bill Lanning, director of residence management, said midyear RA selection is usually
necessary every year, although
students are told when they sign
up that they are expected to stay
a full year.
"We don't like to lose anyone,
but sometimes things
come up
... Things change,,The said.
The mid-year selection process is not as detailed as the RA
selection in the spring. Students
fill out applications and go

through formal interviews with
hall directors, but do not go
through group processing.
In group processing, RA applicants spend a weekend going
through exercises in problem
solving, self-disclosure and
other skills needed for the job.
Lanning said during the midyear selection there is not
enough time or personnel to set
up a group-processing weekend.
The applications for RAs for
spring semester are due Monday, and students applying will
know before Christmas break if
they got the job and where they
will be working. New RAs will
have contracts only for the
spring semester.
Lanning said his office has
given out 40 applications for the
six jobs, a bigger response than
was expected. He said a lot of
people have shown an interest in
the positions, and be doesn't
expect to have any problems in
finding people for the jobs.
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Ethnic Studies speaker urges humanities focus
by Caroline Longer
staff reporter

Education is furthering
economic and military competition while not emphasizing the quality of human life,
the keynote speaker of the
Second Annual Conference on
Ethnic Studies said last night.
Kenneth Clark, professor
emeritus of psychology at the
City College of the City University of New York, said that
because the Soviet Union
started the space race by
launching Sputnik, educational institutions began to emjhasize science and
rather than the
ties to aid U.S. efforts
to "get ahead."
To survive in the nuclear

352-8408
FREE DELIVERY

All for $5.50 reg. $6.60
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All Weather
Running Apparel
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CLARK SAID he believed
that the 1954 U.S Supreme
Court ruling in Brown vs.
Topeka Board of Education

1 GARLIC BREAD
2 CANS OF PEPSI

Christmas Gift Ideas

• •••

age, people must be taught to
accept and respect the humanity of all peoples, but
instead people are using their
knowledge to compete, Clark
said.
"That differences in color,
religion and ideologies are
being used by educational
institutions to justify man's
inhumanity to man is not
new; it is just more threatening in the nuclear age," Clark
said. "I hope education can
become a powerful instrument in empathy, social sensitivity and constructive
interaction for human beings."

DINNER FOR TWO:
10" ONE ITEM PIZZA

90 o o0°cTQ&*. o° oo .^6o?■, ^F,?l o°ooX

Topes

Collect 9 vtors and get FREE movie

Schooling trends assailed

140 E. Wooster

Ph. 352-3610

rI

The court ruled in Brown
that separate facilities, such
as schools, for blacks were
unconstitutional.
"Education remains organized by race ... Lower status and minority children are
in lower-quality schools at all
levels" than white and middle-class children, Clark said.
"Education must produce
human beings with the ability
to match disciplined intelligence with human feeling,
values and empathy to survive in the 21st Century,"
Clark said.
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BREAK FROM
TESTS WITH A
PARTY PIZZA!
30 slices of Deep Dish Pizza
with any 1 item!
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- Lecture by Vernon Domingo
Dr. Vernon Domingo, former resident of
South Africa and professor of geography at
Firelands, will speak on "South African
Apartheid: Myths and Reality." Free and
open to all. Sponsored by Democratic
Socialists of America, Social Justice Committee, and the Peace Coalition.

Monday, Nov. 25
7:30 p.m.
110 Business Administration
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would motivate educators at
every level to instill respect
for all peoples in their curriculum, but It did not happen to
at an extent as he ex-
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FREE PIZZA!
FREE DELIVERY
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Buy One PIZZA
Get One FREE!
Two Large Pizzas |
with Two Items

=?fc A.

TWO PIZZAS FOR
THE PRICE OF ONE!
RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!

tesm ii/Kves
toopmgi InduO* napcMfOn ham. Docon. oiouna DM naMn
oncfiow*. i«or> laojuM (NO SjeSIITUTlONS OB WUliONS)

112 Mercer St., Bowling Green, OH|

CALL 354-6500
Delivery Avaiioble f«xn 4 30 p

TI

MOW OPEN UNTIL 2,00 AJA, EVERY NIGHT
DELIVERY AVAILADLE All DAY SAT. b SUN.

When you mote a pirn this good one just toft enoughs
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Discussion discredits rape myths
society is a "rape culture"
which glamorizes the act in the
media and perpetuates it
through various myths.
"Flip through any magazine
and you will see women displayed in submissive pre-rape
positions," said Sally Hastetler,
recent University graduate.
Barnes said many people believe that a raped woman was
somehow at fault by provoking
the attack with a gesture, the
manner in which she dressed, by
walking alone at night; but "just
as in any other crime against a
person, the victim is not to
blame; the attacker is."

I by Caroline Linger
•J staff reporter
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One out o* every three women
will be raped in her lifetime, and
the number of rapes has increased 100 percent in the last 10
years.
These data and others were
presented at a film and talk
titled "Rape Culture" Tuesday
night, sponsored by Women for
Women as part of "Take Back
the Night" programming.
According to Nancy Eames.
steering committee member of
Women for Women, rape is a
prevalent crime because this

A COMMON myth and mediasupported belief is that women
want to be raped, Eames said.
"The very idea that a woman
could enjoy being attacked by a
man, that she could enjoy being
exposed to injury or death, that
she could enjoy being treated in
a humiliating and brutal fashion
is preposterous."
One in five to 12 rapes is
reported, she said.
'Tor victims, being put on the
witness stand is Uke being
burned at the stake - the woman
gets prosecuted right and left
and has to relive the whole experience," said Dorothy Hatzina-

kolis, of Toledo. "The rapists
who are caught are slapped on
the wrist andthen set free."
Generally, rape is not a crime
of impulse, Eames said: 43 percent of rapes are committed by
two or more men, 90 percent of
group rapes were planned in
advance and 70 percent of the
rapes committed by a single
man were planned, she said.
Another popular myth is that
most rapes occur in dark back
alleys, but 47 percent of all rapes
occur in the victim's or rapist's
home, and 41 percent of the
rapists were known to the victim, Eames said.

I

* McGreevey selected for conference
I by Zora Johnson
*■ staff reporter

Mike McGreevey, Undergraduate Student Government president, is one of 200 students
chosen to attend a conference in
Houston this weekend sponsored
by Business Today magazine.
Student leaders and business; men from all over the nation will
be at the conference. titled,"Business Tomorrow XI, American
Innovation in a Changing
World."

"The purpose of the conference is to foster communication
between students and business
executives," said Beth Asaro,
office manager of Business Today. "Students will discuss business-related issues with
executives from all around the
country."
Business Today is the largest
student-run publication in the
United States and has sponsored
the conference for 17 years,
Asaro said.
The conference was originally

started by Malcolm Forbes, Jr.,
son of Malcolm Forbes of
Forbes magazine.
"IN THE '60s business got a
bad rap, unlike now when most
people are pro-business," Asaro
said. "Malcolm Forbes saw that
business wasn't a bad thing and
began the program to promote
business."
Applications were sent to 200
schools, and Business Today received 2,000 replies from students wishing to attend the
conference, Asaro said.

WIIH IHIS COUPON

FREE ITALIAN ICE
with any whole pie purchase
(SMALL PIZZA: 2 FREE ICE, MED. PIZZA: 3 FREE ICE, LARGE PIZZA: 4 FREE ICE)

Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio
Void with other specials
Offer expires: 1/22/86

Students were chosen on the
basis of leadership, continuity of
service, awareness of the issues
of the times and writing ability.
McGreevey was nominated by
David Weinandy, director of
orientation.
"We were to nominate a person who doesn't just make a
difference on campus, but is a
positive influence both on and
off campus," Weinandy said.
"There was no doubt in my mind
that Mike was the person.",
McGreevey said he sees the
conference as an opportunity to
gain leadership skills.
"Any type of leadership skills
that I can transfer to :
tion as president will I
to function more su
he said.
Speakers at the conference
will be Michael Blumenthal,
chairman and chief executive
officer of the Burroughs Corp.;
George Gilder, author of
"Wealth and Poverty"; and Ben
Bova, technology correspondent
for the "CBS Morning News."

News Briefs

Nuclear technology exchange OK'd

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate yesterday approved a
long-delayed agreement providing for nuclear technology
cooperation between the
Untied States and China.
The voice vote approval
came without audible dissent.
A resolution approving the
agreement is stiD pending in
the House, but no floor action

has been scheduled.
The agreement takes effect
Dec. 11. Congress had until
then to veto it, but the pact
could have been turned down
only if the House and Senate
both voted against it.
The agreement was tentatively worked out during
President Reagan's trip to
China last year.

Police fire on 8. African protesters
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa (AP) - Police opened
fire yesterday at a crowd of
tens of thousands of black
protesters outside Pretoria,
witnesses said. A newspaper
reported at least six people
were killed and hundreds injured.
Police headquarters confirmed two deaths but made

no mention of violence at the
gathering, estimated by reporters to number more than
50,000 in Mamelodi, a sprawling black township north of
Pretoria, the country's administrative capital
It apparently was one of the
biggest confrontations in 15
months of violence against
apartheid.

'Missing* senator contacts colleague
COLUMBUS (AP) - State
Sen. Marigene Valiquette of
Toledo, who has not been seen
by her colleagues here since
July, told a fellow Senate
Democrat yesterday that she
is all right, but her whereabouts remained a mystery.
State Sen. Harry Meshel, DYoungstown, said he received
a phone call during the morn-

ing from Valiquette. 61,
whom he described as '*very
concerned and surprised at
the public reaction to her
Meshel said Valiquette did
not tell him where she was
and added, "I didn't think to
ask. She sounded OK to me,
although she said she has not
been feeling well."

Hurricane strikes Florida Panhandle
PANAMA CITY, Fla. (AP)
-Hurricane Kate charged
ashore in the Florida Panhandle with 100 mph winds Thursday, the first November
hurricane to make landfall in
half a century, after more
than 100,000 people fled for
the fourth time In as many
months.
The hurricane spawned tor-

nadoes that ripped the roofs
off buildings in the Panama
City area and toppled Apalachicola's main water tower.
Two people drowned off
Kev West and a third was
killed by a fallen tree, bringing to at least 13 the deaths
attributed to the 11th storm of
the Atlantic hurricane season.
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Applications for
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THE BG NEWSJ

181S. Main
3534207

1060 N. Main
3524430
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Say it sweetly'Thank you' this November 28
with chocolates and a card.
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STAFF POSITIONS
including staff editors, reporters,
copy editors and photographers
are now being accepted for Spring
Semester 1986.
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Applications available from Patricia Ritter,
Editor, 210 West Hall.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE...
ITS NEW ACTIVES
JIM "LEDGE" THORPE *92

STEVE P0CRN1CH *91
SCOn "MOOSE" MEYERS *90

AND ITS NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

:

CHRIS ADAMS

BRIAN "TYRONE" HOLT

ROYBARNEWALL

RICH MILLER

MATT BLACK

MARKMRAVICH

JOHNBOKAS

FRANK POTTER

BILL "SOUPS" CAMPBELL

MIKE SMITH

Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m.

GOOD THRU 11-24-85
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BEST WISHES
TO THE NEW
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL'S
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
President

Heidi Husick

Vice President of Membership Development
MATT CAMPBELL

TERRY SOMERVILLE

GEOFF COX

SCOn "COW" VAN CAUWENBERGH

Bobbie Jean Kopyar

Vice President of Rush

Laura Neubauer

Vice President Rho Chi

Pam Mueller

Cabinet Director
DAVE EVANS III

DUKESCATER

Patty DeWine

Secretary

Kelly Price

Treasurer

Michelle Purdam

DONT PLEDGE US, JOIN US!
------
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OU last hurdle for undefeated year
by Kail Smith
sports editor

Bowling Green carries a 13game winning streak into tomorrow's game with Ohio University but the M (M in the MidAmerican Conference) Bobcats
may have the advantage.
"With pressure mounting due
to their undefeated string,
they've handled it very well,
we're just hoping that this will
be their flat Saturday." OU
coach Cleve Bryant said. "We
have everything to gain and
nothing to lose in this game. We
will be trying with everything
we have left to come out winners."
The possibility f or a BG breakdown is there and Falcon coach
Denny Stolz admits it. The Falcons nave already clinched the
MAC title, accepted a California
Bowl bid and are coming off a
shutout of arch-rival Toledo.
But Stolz said pressure is nothing new to his squad.
"That's one of the things I'm
proud of, I've never dodged that
we were in for an outstanding
season, I didn't try to hide behind anything," Stolz said.
"This team played under tremendous pressure since day

".. .in fairness to our team, if anyone
other than a MAC school were 10-0,1
don't care how bad of a football
reputation they had, they'd be in the top
20... if we win this one (OU), I'll have
something to say."
BG coach Denny Stolz
one. They were predicted as
number one, they beat Kentucky, then everyone wanted
them undefeated. Now it's undefeated.1 MAC champions, bowl
game. '
OF ALL THE lofty expectations, only one has not been met
- national ranking. BG is only
one of two undefeated, untied
teams in the nation. Vet lost
votes in the Associated Press top
20 poll after shutting out the
"I think it (national ranking)
is a low priority with the team."
Stolz said. "However, in
fairness to our team, if anyone
other than a MAC school were
1M, I don't care how bad of a
football reputation they had,
they'd be in the top 20.
All we can do is beat the guys

on our schedule," he continued.
"Our struggle for top 20 is the
same as BYU's (Brigham
Young) struggle for the national
title*
Through most of the year,
Stolz has downplayed his team's
lack of success in the national
polls but his patience may be
wearing thin.
"If we win this one (OU), 111
have something to sav," he said.
Getting through the Bobcats
may mean shutting down theirerratic offense. Tailback Jesse
Owens leads the OU ground attack, churning out 662 yards.
Quarterback Dennis Swearingen, however, Is the one who
has Stolz concerned.
"OU's quarterback Is capable
of throwing for 200 to 300 yards
and sometimes we don't fit well

against that type of situation,"
be said.
SWEARINGEN HAS completed only 49.5 percent of his
piimrin ana has 23 Interceptions
compared to 11 touchdowns. His
scrambling has produced two
rushing touchdowns and his ability to avoid pressure could be his
strongest suit.
The senior Bobcat admits that
his running frequency is due
more to his young offensive line
than design.
"If I run the ball from the
pocket and gain some yardage,
people ask me why I don't run
the ball more," Swearingen
said. "But many times it's not
running ability that got the gain
as much as self-preservation."
Swearingen might be in for
some more scrambling with
BG's defense ranking second in
the MAC in least points surrendered per game (17.2). The Falcon pass defense is only fifth in
the league but has allowed a
paltry 47.6 pass completion percentage.
THE BOBCATS, on the other
hand, are next to last in the
conference in points allowed and
opposing quarterbacks have
completed 57.7 percent of their
aerials.

BOWLING GREEN VS. OHIO UNIVERSITY
WHEN: Sat. Nov. 23, 1:30 p.m.
WHERE: Peden Stadium (Grass)

BOWLING OREEN:
Nickname: Falcons
1984 record: 8-3, 7-2 in the MAC (second)
1985 record: 9-0, 7-0 in the MAC
Head coach: Denny Stolz. eighth year (63-44-1)
Returning starters: 16 (off.-7; def.-9)
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB). MAC's top passer:
Bernard White (RB), gained 104 yards and a touchdown
against Toledo and is still nation's leading scorer; Gerald
Bayless (TE), caught six passes versus Rockets for 74
yards; Stan Hunter (SE), needs six catches to become
MAC's all-time leading pass catcher; Chris Hart man (LB),
made 12 tackles and intercepted a pass for a touchdown against UT, MAC defensive player of the week;
Vince Villanucci (DT), three tackles for loss against the
Rockets; Troy Dawson (LB), 15 tackles against (JT.
OHIO UNIVERSITY:
Nickname: Bobcats
1984 record: 4-61, 4-41 in the MAC (fourth)
1985 record: 2-8. 2-6 in the MAC
Head coach: Cleve Bryant, first year (2-8).
Returning starters: 13 (off.-7; def.-6)
Players to watch: Jesse Owens (TB), top rusher with 662
yards; Tom Compernolle (WR), top receiver with 39
catches, has six touchdowns; Dennis Swearingen (QB),
has thrown for 1819 yards and 11 touchdowns; Chris
Judge (PK), leading Bobcat scorer with 42 points - 18
extra points and eight field goals; Brian Mays (LB),
fourth leading tackier in MAC with 14.5 per game;
Keith Crawford (RB), MAC's second leading kick returner with a 20.6 average.
Series record: BG 19-17-1
Last meeting: BG won 28-7 on Doyt L. Perry Field Nov.
10. 1984

BG, Michigan State battle for early CCHA lead
the CCHA with a 8-2-0 record, one point
ahead of the 7-2-1 Spartans, who split a
two-game series with Team Canada.
Falcon coach Jerry York said the
series should be as outstanding as it
looks on paper.
"This is a legitimately, excitable first
place showdown," York said. "Two of
the hottest teams in the nation are
playing together. It has all the earmarkings of a great hockey weekend."

by Tom Skemlvitz
sports reporter

Contrary to popular belief, the Ohio
State - Michigan football game is not
the biggest interstate matchup between
the Buckeye and the Great Lakes states
this weekend.
Bowling Green's hockey team,
ranked fourth in the nation by the
WMEB-Radio Media Poll, has the monumental task of facing Central Collegiate Hockey Association rival and 3rd
ranked Michigan State in a home and
home series this weekend.
The Falcons battle the Spartans in
East Lansing tonight but return to the
BG Ice Arena tomorrow for the 7:30
finale.

YORK'S STATEMENT may be an
understatement, though. The Falcons
and Spartans are as different as night
and day with the sole exception being,
they both know how to win.
BG's rapid fire offense leads the
CCHA in all scoring categories, while
MSU counterattacks with as many statistical leads In defense.
Paced by Jamie Wansbrough, the

After sweeping Western Michigan at
home last week, BG currently leads the

Falcons have scored 75 goals in 12
games this season. Their total of 67
scores in CCHA action leads the league.
But the Spartans, who lost only two
defenseman to graduation, have proved
to be very stingy when it comes to
giving up goals. MSU's 31 goals allowed
in 10 CCHA games is the best in the
league.
Trying to penetrate the Spartan's iron
curtain will be a parade of Falcon'
sharpshooters.
Wansbrough leads the CCHA in scoring with 14 goals, 15 assists and 29
points. Right behind him in second
place is teammate Paul Ysebaert with
6-20-26. Brian McKee is 11th with 7-1320.
SIX OF McKee's goals have come on
BG's CCHA-leading power play unit.
The Falcons have capitalized on 34

percent of their man advantage situations.
But, once again, the Spartans will
challenge BG head to head
MSU has the leading penalty killing
unit in the CCHA giving up a power play
goal only 12 percent of the time. York
said much of the credit goes to the
Spartans' tremendous pair of goaltenders, Bob Essensa and Norm Foster.
"Both goaltenders are the key to their
team. We'll probably see both of them,"
York said. ''We'll have to make some
minor adjustments offensively but
mainly well do the things we've done so
far, but with a little more consistency."
Essensa led the CCHA in netminding
last year and is presently in second
place with a 3.01 goals allowed average.
Foster was last year's MVP in the
CCHA playoffs and is right behind Es

sensa in goals allowed with a 3.10 average.
FALCON GOALIE Gary Kruzich is
fully recovered from the bruised kneecap he suffered last Saturday against
Western Michigan and should play both
games. The sophomore is sixth in the
CCHA with a 4.08 average.
Threatening Kruzich will be the Spartans' Joe Murphy, seventh in the CCHA
with 12-6-18, and Mike Donnelly. 10th
with M-17.
In the last three games, the Falcons
have jumped to 3-0, 3-0 and 5-0 leads in
the first period, but York said his team
will have to play 60 minutes of exceptional hockey this weekend.
"The key is to play as well as we can
for as long as we can," York said. "We
have to try and put down six strong
periods of hockey. Hopefully, it will so
right down until the final bell.
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS

nuar wanted to go from hate to Arizona.
Leaving n December Plaaaa contact ma al
3521888

SERVICES OFFERED
Typing eervtce
832-1481

EUCHRE TOURNAMENT
Friday. Nov 22
Tontogeny Legion Hal
Ore* Fun Out m the Sacks"

Prnleaetonal secretarial services Typing dona
proleaalonoly 886 6845 Bowing Green
FOOTS TYPrNG
$1.00 par paga, double spaced
OH CAMPUS PICK UP; 4.00 pm 888-2879

• • •Fetoon ■*»*•• • •
Where outgoing, tun. caring and atoo potaaaaaa a amia a mat wide? A BQSU lour guUal
For mort Worm—on on helping out wflh our
Oac 7tti Preview Day Program. please attand
ona of the toeowlng meeBnge.
Mon Oac 2nd I 30 2 30 p.m
MoFal Aaaamcty Rm
Mon Oac 2nd "7 p.m McFal Assembly Urn
Tuaa. Dec 3rd 8-10 p.m. 121 Waal Hal
Pizza Party. Saturday. November 23
Northeast Commons
8:00 p.m -1:00 a.m
S2 00 donation at the door
Jewteh Students Group. Shebbet Ssrvtoaa.
Friday evening. 6.00 pm. It the Faculty Lounge
of the Student Union. CM Bruce Kottter tor
ttommon. 354-8420, Psychology Boot
RECYCLE TUB SATURDAY
Arum CanSSS at 16Mb
Glass - Newspapers - Ol
Racydng Canter
515 E PoeRd
(Across from Coesge Perk)
9 AM to 2 PM
352 5448

PAPERS

TVPWO
THESIS
DISSERTATION. ETC

352-0838
WR do typing
CI Linda
364-2218
Ruthie's Sewing S AHaratlona
Everything must be clean
352-7268
$1000 Scholarships sveasble for Spring Semester! Criteria Under graduate, fue-eme student wrd minimum 2 0 GPA Descent tor
spptcaaon is December 16. 1885 For apptca
Hon and info contact Scholarship Research
maRUe. P.O. Boa 60167. Washington, DC
20004.
ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS
PROMPT AND PROFESSIONAL
CALL CLARA 352 4017
RESUMES AND COVER LETTERS
firnlaaaluiiHi written tor al fields
Very reeaonabls 352-3744

PERSONALS

DM you eae ma MlRiams an Campus erecte
about Washington Center Internships? Oat a
head start on the fob market — rntornsreps are
el majors tor FeJ, Spang, or
Summer 12-16 crerjt hours, housing and
scholarships are offered CM now tor times ol
28202
upcoming

LOST AND FOUND
Found: Man's bete near Piedmont Apts Cat
Sharon at 364-3604 or Sue 362-8908.

RIDES
DESPERATE lor s ride to PITTeRUROH and
back THANKSOIVINQ weekend! WR help with
gas and tol CM CynrJ, 372-4377
Ride needed to HewerV N J tor Thenkegrvkv
Can Leave Tues 11/28. gas money!
M 372-3448.
Ride needed to Akron or Columbus area
Cat Renee M 364-1615

LOFTS AM AVAftARLEI
rder your tort far earing asmsster o
LCIM MI-HII, H. Mf
A Bundle ol THANKS to everybody who made
my MOTOWN B-DAY PARTY so very fun; II
NEVER target lit
KAREN: Lets not be Hetty—
but tot's not be STUPID'
STEPH Left a bit eerfy. eh?
USA: Was ha enother scope?'
OTHERS Too numerous to name but thank you
AUI YOU'RE ALL GREAT!!' Love, JOO-I
AU8SAOLASS
I JUST WANTED TO THANK YOU FOR BEING
SUCH A WONDERFUL ROOMMATE AND
SPECIAL FRRjNO! WHO KNOWS WHAT WILL
HAPPEN NEXT SEMESTER?
ALPHA PM LOVE a MINE, MICHELLE
AMANDA R.
Tnurnba up to youl

FOTOMAT LABS
FILM DEVELOPING
3%" SINGLE PRINTS

12 exp.
15exp.
24 exp.
36 exp.

only 11 ■ 5f 5f
only 2.69
only 3.99
only S.99

325 E. Wooster

AnRaJo:
Happy 18th Birthday to my vary Ural friend at
BOI I'm ao glad wa mart Have a great birthday at
home and Happy Thanksgiving tool
love. JINNY
Attention DZ Met Tie [
Oat psyched tor a Super Data Party...
H'R be • wHd one! Remember, a Ma la
Your DZ Oalea
AXOf
Lett hang In there We're almost done! Good
luck with everything and have e great ThanksrjMngl
Wt love you et1
Kim and Beth
AYE. AYE JM WHELAN AND
JOSH WOMELSDORF
tie enpnxoa of 51 and Etn wR be welcoming
you aboard the Kappa Knsse Ship tomorrow
evening The regulations on the) boat prohibit
passing out. mebraaaon and unruly behavior. ■
vtoeaed. you wR be forced to we* the plenk
But, we're sura such Una eeaora aa yourselves
wR prove to be seaworthy!
Sea you on board, Jamy A Batty
PS There's no better way to spend a Saturday
night than shipwrecked wtth a Kappa!

• JEAN KOPYAPJ:
A BrG CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR ELECTION TO PANHELLEWC V.P. OF MEMBERSHIP DEVELOPMENT WE ARE SO
PROUD OF YOU ALPHA PHI LOVE 1 OURS.
MICHELLE, SUSIE, a KELLYN
-Bo" Tredt. tomorrow'> toe big game
Where the two teems wa meat,
The buckeyes wR be tamed
And accept the* tjefeel
You and I wR took mervetoue
In our mere and blue
And II dance to the Victors
al mgm, wan only you. "Bo" Stodda
Riettissi
OSU vs. Michigan
Saturday, Men. II
game, on our 7tL
ler open M BM
Free Popcorn!

•MAN S., DAVE R.. LEE H., DAVE B..
WEVE GOT A CRUSH ON YOUI OET PSYCHED FOR MAI-TIE"
LOVE, YOUR DZ DATES

Continued on page 6
Share in the Christmas Spirit with
your friends at Klotz Flower Farm

OOL0EN KEY DEADLINE: NOV. 15
SEND YOUR APPLICATION NOWI
Becky.
You're on a highway to HELL

Oaeiaal Ptckae a Delivery
CaR M. Hf, MI-HM. LC * M

PROCESSING BY

kinko's

AMY STOVER
Oat ready tor a "red-hot" time, when you "OO
TO HELL" tonight'
YOUR KAPPA SKI KRUSH?
Andy |
Throe guesses on who your dale la tor OZ Mettle Cruet. DMa Party, and the Drat two don't
count I You are ao wonderful — I )ust can not
help but have a crueh on you1 Oat ready for a
great ama! I LOVE YOU!
love. The woman ol your dreeme

354-3977

-OUOE
ROSU FLAQ CORPS
HAS IT BEEN A WHD AND CRAZY YEAR OR
WHATI7 YOU OUYS ARE THE OREATESTI I
AM SO PROUD OF YOU! THANKS FOR
MAKING MY LAST YEAR SUCH A SPECIAL
ONE I LOVE YA TONtl

MM

PS. LORE I MrCHELE, I WOULD HAVE
NEVER MADE IT WITHOUT YOUI YOU'RE
THERESTI
Cam.
I the beet big
I
XI Love end I

■.LmoSurJe

r-3750

Friday — Nov. 21
Christmas Trow
Lighting 6:45 p.m.
Wood Co. Library
Saturday — Nov.23
Christmas Parada
9 a.m.
Downtown BO

SHOP
BOWLING OREEN

Join us on November 23 and 24 (Sat. 9-5
and Sun. 12-5) to help us celebrate our
grand opening and to preview our expanded
showroom and greenhouse, which will be
brimming with Christmas merriment.
Christmas shopping becomes a lot easier
when you browse through our large selection of gift items. Pick up some decorating
ideas as you view our display of beautifully
decorated live and artificial trees.
So come and see our display of hundreds
of pointsetiieas—a vibrant sea of red and
green. Then share in refreshments and
punch with your friends and neighbors at
Klotz Flower Farm on November 23 A 24.

SPECIAL Any Large 16" One Item Pizza For
plus a FREE 2 Liter btl.
of PEPSI with this
coupon. A $10.50
value. Ask far when
.ordering.

Hey Kids!
Santa is
coming

Ex. Items II eo.

Saturday 9:00-12:00
and 2:00-5:00
Sunday 12:00-5:00

ChKooo Stule Euro

Op4>n 4 P-fTl.

FREE DELIVERY
On» Coupon Pay Pliio
JOIN Itlom St
•owftng Green. ONo

352-5166

Voted test Pizza In
i expires 12-31 -85 ■■■■■>■

906 Napoleon Rd.

Fneonmtna for every child.

Don't knot that Klotz has bean Bowtino Green's full
service Boriat for 69 yuan—and we're proud to be the
fourth generation to carry on (Ms family bumbtem.

» ►"
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FU» DAVE. JEFF 1 RC.
OET RUDY TO 1ET SAIL ON THE $.8.
KAPPA. RUT DON'T OET TOO CONFY YET CUZ IT WONT RE SMOOTH SAKJNQ WHEN
THE ITORH teTS ft IUOOENLY YOU'RE
(W WRECKED WITH A K APP A NONtRnTOIRRMAlJFEPRERERVERCUZ
YOUR KAPPA F.R8T MATE WIX KEEP YOU
AFLOAT!
LOVE YOUR KAPPA KREW - PATTY. TERN
ftPAfts

Continued from page 5
Keep Ming sta. esYeja arweye gM bMHf. I
|UM wanted to M you know fat you're •
taaaaec paraon and I'm always hare for you.
Low, your DO MB. Jane
CAL (OWL T-(MRT»
NOW AT LAKH
CAROLYN.
r • Brno ID pay the price Ol WU
-Jeh Reeta Farl

FUrs Get psyched tor • vary Ui M M
owneigll What a way to end (to aamaalarll
Lova, da Atoha Doha

>. Taaaay, and KtoJaqr,
Tha ton tasd day a sknoel her.
Footial. atoohoL Ma ol cheer
3 ol ua aiming thai Bangal pnoa
Sorry KM. but you're tor tha wrong aide

-Sr*» Snar Ouaaa what I easel? Gad to Haw
you aa a big broliar.
Ten Watt
••HAPPY RRTmOAY BABYCAKESI"
I CANT WAIT TO HAVE A "WMTE BREAD"
WEEKEND WITH YOUI
LOVE ON A SPECIAL WAY). ME-ME-ME
Happy 19t. Birthday
MARCIA STEM4ER
LowYaLoto
ROD

OOLDEN KEY OEADUNt NOV. M
REND YOUR APPLICATION MOW I

CHRIS LANG
CHRIS LANG
CHM8LANQ

An) you aaaworaiy yel? Pi Keep and Kappa
shipwrecked together? mm- I hope «M
taosaere wehartid what more can I a*/?
Lcaaya.8han1

Conoari t-srwts and araoys
prtoee. Fraa detaas Cosmos kw.iaoo.wl. Box
43066, St Louis, MO 83143
CONORATULATIONR TO
PATTY I

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR MAC
CHAMPI0NSr«P1 ONE MORE WU AND WEXL
HAVE THE LONGEST VANNING STREAK M
THE NATION. OKAY. SO AJR FORCE LOST
AND I LOST OUR BET BK) DEAL. WE STILL
HAVE TO 00 UNOEFEATEDI BEAT OU IMS
WEEKEND AND THEN TLL MAKE OWNER'
OKAY? I LOVE YOUI JACO

MKHELLE PURDHAM

Wa am aa ewud a< pea bethn LOVE YAI

DELTA aaOMA PI PLEDOE PAT MaFADOEN
JUST TrtNKI ONE MORE DAY OF BEING A
PLEOOEI OET PSYCHEO ANO OET THOSE
KTEPVEWS!
LOVE YOUR BO. BECKY
mearnure) Coad Water Voeeybek antnaa dua
Tuaaday Nov 2« by 4:00 p.m. M 108 ftec
Cantor

TIM eaaaere al Alpha OaRa PI
Ciapililillim M MM IsMeaka; Alpha Xl'a
•acay MM and Amy I
Oraat Mb at tha Mtoa Ohio Pefeeatl
Bueary Heehaw, KsMy McCoy.

And Nancy Thorpe. Karay Kereher. Jennie
I "Fany MOM" Kkn Chtekey-

KTRAMURAL MEN'S l-PLAYER BASKET•Ml ENTRIES DUE MONDAY NOV. 26 BY
4:00 P.M. AT 108 REC CENTER.

Ordar ol Gmeg.1
Kaap up tha good work!

KTOAMURAL MENS RA0UET1ALL ENTRIES
DUE MONDAY NOV 25 AT 10S REC CENTER
BY 4:00 P.M.

Corigrokjtabona
Audray Hackaman
Amy I
Alda Emmatlh
Wandy Moorman
Sarah E van.
Mary Arm SMmbaugn
BHayOanlnar
Tracy Parkar
on balng nil and at Orientation Leaders
Low, your PhJ Mu I

B Jana Wyman raMV Ronald Reagan m dreg?
Wat. ra iwjh »ma we—
OUESTIONTHS
wNi co-hoata Cher*. Warner and Care Sabkv
Fndaye afar ma 6 o'clock nawa on WBOU
Tha weak: Senl el ina Jrjumsoam
JACOUELYN K. ROCH
You haw baan a perfect ton and girlfriend I
could nawr want anything mora Thankaforal
lha graat persona* From MO AD IB.
WO and myaaH Q A
Wa LOW You S.V.V.M.III
Low, Orag
JetlT. Turner,
You'ra ma baatl I don't know what I d do
walnut you. Thanki tor balng thara tor mat
I low you nail
Mm

CUT*.
HAPPY 22 TO YOUI
KIT
DALE (or la N MKan.
Looking torwerd to balng aNp-wraekad wrrh
youl Hap* you bring Man) a torso Suntwl
KK, oauaa who knowa how long we'll ba
II
Leae,CJ.
DAVE CHAHBONNEAU #1
Laat waakand wa know
thai you'd coma through
Tha waakand ahow Mich SMM
mat our #1 a GREAT'
00 OAVEI STOP MtoMgan Saatal

Jan.
Oat raady tor a wed waakandl I tow youl
Low, Patrick
(ORAY,
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY HONEYI IT'S MEN A
ROMANCE (MCE THE MOINNrNQ. OUR
LOVE WU. LAST TO ETERNITY. THINKING
OF YOU MAKES THE DAY lO MUCH
MMJIILR. 000 SLESS YOU AND YOUR
TENDERNESS.
LOVE, YOUR FIANCE

DawlRyan
Trk* altor tick wa'w Iwd Vrnj.
rorlunaaaly wa aal toy you.
Pop oana. IP. cMa KM M night
Wa wont gfw up without a fight
Hara'a to good flmaa 4 tola ol baar
Wal ahara togamar thn>out lha yaar
Luv Amy t Janrry (Eag L'a)

Janrry Moaar — Who ara your ancaalora?
Fhd out tomorrow! Wo can't watt
Low. Your Big

Daar kan Duncan and Don BarbarYou Canadar man turn ua on. Good luck
agahat Michigan Sato, wal ba chaartng tor
youl
Low w. Tha I

Janmy
TNa paat yaar haa baan tha boat
ol my anttra Ma.
I tow you and atwaya wM
Happy Anrawraary

DEBME COLUCCI
CONORAT1 ON A GREAT
YEAR AS PANHEL-EXEC
CABINET DIRECTOR
WE LOVE YOU.
Tha Alpha OaRa

9H2

DELTASIO JEFF SLATER
HAVUGYOU AS MY LITTLE SURE IS OREAT!
BUT NOVEMBER » IS THE DATE THAT THE
BROTHERS VRLL PUT YOU TO THE TEST
ALL YOU CAN DO B TRY YOUR BEST' SO
SHOW US HOW GOOD YOU ARE I'M SURE
YOU'LL SHNE LIKE A STARI
LOVE. YOUR BW KATHY
PS PONT FORGET YOUR WHTTE UfWDCSI
DELTA MOMA PI
( LANOSIIARKERS
Eapact lha unaipactadl
From Flahoan Tank!

FALCON MARCHING BAND CONCERT
Sunday II'24/86
3PM
AlStudanta-SI.OO
Othara - (2.00
Andaraon Arana

MOLLY R0OONLY HOW MANY DAYS UNTIL YOUR BaTTHDAY? THE TO PARTY WITH THE SUPREMES
t "OET TRASHEO" WITH THE BAG LADIES
HAPPY arm BMTTHDAY Root.
LOVE YA-SUSAN

niaeareM 8 Baaatoaa Daw,
Good Luck on your earn. ojAnea, praaanMBMaaB),.
i Who?

CongrMutoaona on Your EtooBon aa
Preekaent aa Panhall
Afcwya kaapkig youraMT buey'i
Good Luck, hom Tony a Tom
CHPeSTlE REDMAN.
I LOVE YOU (WEETHEARTII
-.

MY.

Tiny.

Gal raady to aat aal tomorrow night.
Whan wa gat shipwrecked (1 ba outa Mght.
Tha Proliiaur and Maryarn. what a pa*.
Oat payohad tor a Km Mp, ■ you daral
Low. Ann

Janmy.
So you wanna ba ahlpwrackad wkh a Kappa?
Gat payohad tor a OREAT ttnal

LowYa.Ro
You'll Rnd aut that balng ahlpa ckad.
KAPPA wM ba a tot ol lunl Look forward to
tha aand, MM baaoh, and tha aunl Tha aM
-w-rtithaotonHa. an Mand. you. ma. and
•UO LITE I Yaur bud.
DaMto
JOM MJBBJB OUT RUDY FOR MEETmKl
YOUR KAPPA (Ml I LOVE YOU DEARLY'
(WEITHEARTH OET P(YCHEDI

LOVE, YOUR SW
JULIE,
IM 6TU. YOURS
YOUR STILL MM
MAYBE SOME THINGS
ARE NOT MEANT TO BE CHANGED
LOVE, THE LIZARD"
P.S. — THB IS A SHORT VERSION. ASK ME
FOR THE EXTENDED PLAY.
J.P
Can'l wa* tor Saturday mghl whan I am ahlpwrackad wkh you! Ba raady tor a tun oma!
Low. Toota
Kappa Sbma "Go to Hal'' Data Party 1(88
Ara you going to (it Mat "Haa* awr?
KAPPAS,
I'M SO PROUD OF YOUI FIRST PLACE IN THE
PI KAPP RAFFLE SALES, SAE (CD RACE
SPIRIT AWARD, SOI MEMBERS INDUCTED
INTO ORDER OF OMEOA, II ORIENTATION
LEADERS. AMD AN UNDEFEATED FOOTBALL. TEAMI KEEP UP THE OOOO WORKI
MAMA OWL
KanMABaac
I kat thought I'd kM you know how much I low
you You'ra tha baat big a paraon could aak lor
Haw a graat TrankagMngl
Low your ma.
Kan
Karan Dickar.
Canyouaunma a up to
HELL?
Your Kappa Sta Cruah
KAREN P. HAVE A SUPER BIRTHOAY.
WE'RE AawY TO HELP YOU CELEBRATE!
LUV. AMY 1 JENNY
KENNY.
OET PSYCHED FOR THE KAPPA BHtPWRECKI YOUR DESTINY MAY BE UNKNOWN
BUT YOUR FATE HAS CERTAINLY BEEN
DECIDED"!
I LOVE YOU - SUaE
U' Erin Curran:
Only ono Mara day and you adM aaa, who
fO»r big to. r ■ Mat

EdJMea by TraaM MkM Jaffa

-

4 Numerical
auttli
5 Goaalpa
6 Odd
1 Ona
8 Untonorg.
( Soctoty
laianoa.
10 Unknown: Abbr.
11 SMnprobtom
12 Gatanayaful
15
Rhyna:
NC college
6 ' My Neman

23Colonlat
25 MoMculapart
28 Wooa
XI LXXVI doubled
28 RR alop
31 Coldaanaattona
33 Gloomy, ol yore
34 Bad actor
36 MonaalK title.
38 Deck member
37 Onekmdot
duck

11
4
rS
11

m

38 Baaeoall ptoya
40 Wadnaadaya
god
41 PartollOU
42 faaaagaway
43 Aromatic aptoo
44 Word written on
lha wall
45 Conjugal
48 PartolAWOL
ai Farthnul
62 Baaeoall atet
93 iheaa aouai
408
66 Indian, la one
87 Munde.lnd
unMrarty
88 Stoler'a
daajohUr
NAlMMI,lo
■aaaaa
MC«1e«i*oaM
61 Senratartoa
DOWN
1 PTAmambera
2 Alleewadup
3 Barladonna, lor
ona

OBe'targete
Calendar abbr.
Sheltared aioee
lalandolKing
Mlnoa
» Oak and elm
18 Domeetlcete
30 Kind ol corner
31 Mod hairdo
32 Boaat
33lreneoltho
aoraan
38 Amount

40 Patnot'apurchaaakilSU
43
dalat.
44 Blackbird
45 Clio and Erato
48 Takan
(atunnadl
47 Ouaua*

48 Mil maiallattona
4(8ooworlrow
SO "Star Trak" rola
St Graak kMtar
54 Waal
98 Co., Franch
Myto

i

I

Uraa Kara RyanI'm raafy looking lorward to you bomg the new
addmon to our Kappa tamay Gat payched tor
SMurday I can! watt
Low. Your Secret Kappa Bkj
Lake Krtoty Dee,
R la the greetoet rhkig to hm you aa my
•rko. Yoa'w (at Mia beat peraonaMly, and
areaor«<K*lun.lkrnwwewlllbeooniectoea
to MM Mure. You're a great A XII
Leea. BK Aaajnda
LoriWetoh
ureeH tor an "Out el thla world"
akpertonoa at "Oa to HaM 'M"
You're gonna PAY HELL

thoughtful

commentary

1

L*L. CMhy
Skinny dtoplng or togaa wa won't
but partying wa wM be
Can* the eptral etokceae wa won't
but ahtowreoked wa wB ba
A WVU m Sta arid a BG Kappa
whet a pek wa wa be
Welcome to BGI
low, Unda
Yea WM ehwy • ba my wkaer roe..
YourKntoht

NANCY DONOVAN,
HAPPY 20Mi BaTTHDAYI
WE LOVE YOUI
HEATHER. ANN, 8 LEIGH ANN
PaiaaeeMto*
Haw a great 19th B-day Gel payched lo party
al weekend. Party Naked
Low, Maureen end Amy
PAULA MNNS:
DID YOU KNOW YOU HAVE BECOME A PART
OF THE BEST KAPPA FAMILY THERE IS? I AM
SO EXCITED TO WELCOME YOU AS THE
NEWEST MEMBERI
LOVE. YOUR GRAND BW
Peal Bnaie Thanka for Friday ntaht Or*/ •
true Mend could do what you did Tha cempua
need, mora people Ba you. Thanka again
Char
PAULMUfR.
M THE WORDS OF BLfBBA HOSEMAN FIRST
CLASS" BADAL ANO MATT "CHAMPAGNE
HANLEY. OHO STATE B GOING TO KICK
MKHGAN'S BUTT ON SATURDAY ILL SEE
YOU THERE BECAUSE EVEN IF THOSE
CLOWNS WW. I WANT TO RIP DOWN MORE
GOALPOSTS
PIAI
PM MU, KAREN MAVTTY CONQRATULA
TONS ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO PHI TAU.
JOHN LANSON BEST WISHES TO BOTH OF
YOUI
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU SISTERS

Hiirinn

Puffs
Pizza
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we deliver
%

352-1596

440 E. Court
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75

•5.

Large 2
Item Pizza
•5." Inside
Beer on Tap
«
llfl "m^M
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«. 5#lW-VuUl»Sf tfOCOrT,
SO UMU! YOU VMHU Irn NOT

fXH9DLtOt>\ vTAR
fORH tUWCHL

"
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■ BFWRaXKED WITH A KAPPA
Ceie laght eaayl
SMJOQLE BUDDY,
HAVE A HAPPY 18th BMTTHOAYI IT) TELL
YOU TO BEHAVE YOURSELF BUT I KNOW
BETTER I LOVE YOU DCARI
l Am Kethra I
nda
Ska
Tea, Tek! Taking down SONS m an lea aronel
KM ol chosen, ah? A Joka'a a Joke and you
can't toko one - too bad!
STEVE CROWE
Your chance to prow you ara aaaworthy
come, tomorrow night Gat ready lor rwjh lime.
on da lagh aaea
Low. Sarah
Baan
You'ra lha beat Hand and KHimmato I ooukl
awr oak lor! Thanka lor ewrythlng you've dona
tor me (aa leinaalar. Haw a heajw weekend'
Low, Kknl
Thankaghtng Carda-Xmea CardaSBcker.
GUI Wrep-Omementa-Xmea Been
Jeane N Thmgt 631 Rktoa
The
at. to

CrakJ Hooka and Juke
PN Alpha Caahj

THE (ROTHEM OF tlGMA
ALPHA EPS*.ON WOULD LKE
TO THANK MAYOR BRUCE
BELLARO FOR COkMNO TO
DINNER AT THE SAE HOUSE
PM ALPHA BROTHER

Tha Gemma PhTa would But to wetoome Shew
Newel to B.O.S.U. We are looking lorward to
your atoy atari ua.
TIM PIAI.
DB YOU LOSE SOtwETHWG? SOMETMNG
BKJ- SOMETHING RED. SOMETHING THAT
YOU USE « BED.. HOW MUCH TIME TO YOU
SPEND M HOWARDS BATHROOM?"
LOVE. YOUR LAUNDRY ROOM BUDDY
P.S. WHO'S EIJBARRAS8ED NOW7I
To el datoa ol the aWpiiaHi
d th. Kappa Kruaw
Ba mawarnad that Saturday night wB be a
rectoeaa awning ol fun! Wa hope Owl you wd
al be prepared See you on Poerdl
To el Keaaa M| HMI DatoK
TentaM'a the ntoM eo pM reedy to pay HELL
-TneDeM

TOEDREBMaca
I would Bu> to mar* you tor rnmmaang me
•Landerark Queer'' I would eao Bra to normrale JEFF SLATER aa "King Landaherk" You
JIKJngl

M°LT)

To my I
Bta and Unto wa wB DeHope you're aa aNcaed aa mal
SMurday wB be km
Aa are meet M 10:00 end party ■
Sunday M 1:00
Get payched lor the weekend
Where m. eking wM Ned you lo . new friend
Low, your big

WANTED
Need roommate M 221 % Byal Aw. on comer
ol South Summit 886 per mo. I utSHee Inquire
Married Chneaan couple looking lor a pace to
I. CM 364-7868.
Ctoce lo eWa*j*pMiB- wMy •j>eHtfn#nt
Free heal 8 tea. 884-1804.
2 lamaJa roomiaatoa needed Spring Semeater
to rani ouaknoM doea to cempua.
CM 363-8806
Need one pereon to fa houee (male) Spring
. 1030 E Wooater. Cal 363-0326
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRING SEMESTER SUB-LET MOUSE (OWN ROOM) ON
WOOSTER ST
PRIME
LOCATION/LOW
RENT. 8110 CALL PATTY FOR MORE INFO
353-0010
Ferrate Roommate for Spring Semater
face Location
CM 352-9800
DESPERATELY NEEDED: MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPPJNO SEMESTER FREE HEAT AND
GAS CALL 362-7238
Female roommate needed tor Spring Semeater
Ctoaa to cempua May rant a already paid
«l35/mo 1 alec CM Andrea 352-4287
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 362-4049
Need 2 or 3 roomatoa 4 bedroom houee on
2nd SI. 86S6/aem/paraon I gas. etoc appro*
826-30mxn. Mow In by Doc . 1. 6%
momha/8585 - 8105/mon Furrwhed/cokx
tv'etereo. Cel BM 362-2892.
Need 1 female roommate Unrwreky VMege
CM Joe Remmgtonal 352-0164

HELP WANTED
Jeffrey'. Reetourent. 1740 E Wooater -Hiring
IHIHIIM.IJ tor part-ame poamone ol weJtor•i ■»
bartender. 6 cooka MuM be abto
to work aome kmchea. Apply n paraon
Part-time lypat. Make your own hours, muat
type 60-70 wpm Be en accurate proof reader,
and be conajotont ol Xerox memorywrner
Khko'a copy oentor, 326 E Wooetor.

FOR SALE
Next to New Shop haa suite, coeta. etooka ft
jeane. ererta. aw eaters, ft htaiama for everyone.
houaewaraa. aweey. Tuaa. 10-4. Frl. 1-7, SI
ATI School
1876 Toyota Pickup Engine m exceeam condi(on Short-bed w/cap. 5-apaad. AAVFM cassette Good conation 1,200 00
OM 372-1456
FOR SALE: ONE PA« OF RAICHLE SKI
BOOTS SIZE 11Y, MENS
CALL DEB 364-7672
'77 Monte Carlo
8800 or beat otter

Cel 362 0952
MatoNng eoh (8126) ft tow eeel (8100) Paid
earth tone cotors 2 dark pme end tebtee; t eg
1 oot. M (36. Dark wood floor amp w'
magaane rack attocnad $35 Cal 352-0711
IMaara 2 p.m. or altor 8 p.m.
^^

FOR RENT
RoommMe(s) wanted tor large 2-bedroom apt.
■ atatill InmadtolMi. S200Ymo ft etoc tor t
paraon or 8125 (aa) tor 2 people Phone 3728088 10:00 a m.-5.00 pm Phi
363-4304 Ewnhga Oana
Famato roommate needed to aubliaaa targe
apartment Spring semester.
I cel 364-7568.
for Spring Semester
Ctoee to campus
Cal 354-7171
1 bedroom dean upstairs apartment, 2 btocka
to cempua $190 1 utatlee Cal 364-1078
after 6 p m
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED SPRMeQ '88
HAVEN HOUSE APT. 12: MAY RENT PAID
M00B«0BIT NEEDED; TONY 3640112
Mah) Pteransato needed immedatoty or lor
Spnng Semeator Ctoee to cempua Cal 3632008 or OOMB /0484 (toaw m
)
2 tomato roornmetoe needed to suotot

To my PRUDENTIAL AOENTSI
My agem Wormed ma thai IJueDSHAflK*a3 a
not party ol my polcy

Cal KaaN or Anna M 363-1400

To our Kappa Sta datoa:
Friday mghl a drawing near,
Muato. Iquor. tola ol cheer.
You tank ware engea - who can tea?
Wa knew we're going ekakjht to had
Low, Mora end Suaen

SUBLEASaNG enVtoncy apertment tor spnng
liniiiHr $t80/mo mckidee utBaae. lur
raahed 362-7621

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR
SPPJNG SEME8TERII CLOSE TO CAMPUS
PLEASE CALL 362-7837

Ctoee to cempua 328 E Wooater
Avaaabla Jan. 1 or sooner
Cel 362-6281

liSanhuri

1 room ahlclency IJeaaaa peM
downtown Cat 362-6822

Ctoee lo

THURSTM MANOR APTS.
i room efhcienOee a aaatili tor eprtng
. Vary ctoaa to campus 362-6436
ubtoi
tor Spring Semester
Furraahad apt. Iriratkin Fourth and High
6137 60 (Incajdae heetl per month
Cal 362-4642
1 Female rtuunsiale needed to
Spring Semeator Very ctoaa to campus Own
362-2850
Fm roommato NEEDED Spring Sam, 1 month
FREE RENT. FREE Health Spa marnberslap
Oneo to oampua. Ptaaee cal 352-2466

ll

MaaiaiaaBi ■ Ha

TlkTIpy-TlalQ'' A E.K.D.B
SCOn JR.:
THE PRESSURE MAY HAVE BEEN ON TUESDAY NIGHT, BUT YOU SHOWED YOUR TRUE
FLU SPMaT. KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK WITH
PLEDGING PROUD TO HAVE YOU FOR A
LITTLEI-SCOTT SR
SHIPWRECKED WITH A KAPPA
one rwjhl aweyl

WINTER BREAK eking M Steamboat Springe
and Val from (76, or ounreng at South Padre
Mand and Daytona Beach from 589' Hurry, cal
Suncheae Toon lor more kilormetlon lol free 1
800-321-6811 TODAY' Whan your winter
break counta..count on Suncheae'

Eiactoncy Apt to UBI
Thuraan Manor
laoroaa horn MAC). $260Ymonth Cabla mctiiiad (1-2 peoptol Harm 362-6112

<gp4rkMk&S*8^^
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SCOTT AND PAUL,
OET PSYCHED FOR THE DZ "CRUSH DATE
PAhTYl" WC WU BE PARTYmKl ALL DAY
AND NKJHTI OET READY, WE AREI
MARYROSE AMD DEBBIE
SCOTT HMTH (HTP)
Good Luck In running lor eTC PRESIDENT on
Monday. The BUT man wfl win! You're Ex*

i

! '
'
"
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SMurday Nowmber 23
OSUw. Mkflgan
poo! gam.
HAPPY HOURS
Uptown 8 pm-e pm
M 00 el the beer you can drink

NANONIEMELA
Tomorrow anda a week hJ ol aurprtaee and
begka a graat yeart
Low, Your Bta

IIIJUIIH
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Mary Jo
I hope you era reedy lor Sehkday
awM be great!

11BJMM

il

a

The BB Mews
editorial page:

I bM yea'l nawr guea. who your data la lor
the DZ Mat-Tie Crueh Partyl Here', a due: I
low wtoa and enonymou. red roeea. I hope
you're looking lorward to (Murdey raght - I
aareeal
Lew,»ealrttoaYeVnYta»al

U Uaa Roearto - Caal wah MM (etoroay
when you wM Imd the hepateM Big at tha
and ol your ana.
Low, yaur KAPPA BW

•UL' SUZK RICHARDS1 can't welt tor you to eee,
who your bhj Ii going to be,
aeon tha day 1. (eing to oome,
and then you'll knew that I'm the onel
I'M aa netted tor tnaorrowl
KKO Low and lot. ol my own, Your (to

HEY THIEF!
REWARD tor any kaormaaon pertaining to or
iwun ol a MW8MI0 pack 10-apeed Schwinn
ColagMH LAST SEEN 718 E Wooater front
porch, SMurday mghl CALL 352-6894

Apptcaaora for FM
1(MMI>caaona
A Horn Dae 4

P.8. Whafa raid:

LISuaEbemart
A waak of cajaa haw gone by.
Do you know who your big a?
I hope not — I hope you aka purple yarn)
Low. Your BB

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
OFNWOMO
820 N Mem St., BG
CoraktoiiBaYuaiauial cere
Spectol Retee BGSU aluderml
Corrwnienl Appoaitmant.
364-3640

neatoent Advtoor
A VekaUe Eiparianoa

Orag,
Do you Mr* II become a n*B0nnaa»:
I'm (red 16 centa. ptoaaa)
Get ready to be "arupwracked'' wkh
a" I tow youl

LIUaaKJng,
I'm eo excited Ml you'ra my Kappa Me. Gel
payched tor Saturday'• hunt!
KKQ Low I mine, Your Big

THOOOH IT* COLD OUT? HOT CHOCOLATE
M NOT THE ONLY ANSWER. OsTT A WARM
FEELtNO 1Y DCMNO SOMETHtNO FOR A
HWICim ROM STUOENT. BE A VOLUNTEER TOUR OWDE FOR PREVIEW DAY
ON OIC. Teh; ATTEND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TRAMMQ MEETINO:
DEC. 2nd 1:»0-I:M MCFALl
AMEMBLY ROOK
DEC. 2nd <.-0*-7«0 MCFALL
ASSeSBBLY ROOM
DEC M »«M0:00 121 WEST HALL

FIORBA FOR CHRISTMAS?
LUXURY COtaOBBMUel RENTALS AT I

I I waant tor the couraga ol tha liarlm
Kappea that datoa would ba Bet'
Looking forward to being ahtowrecked w«h you
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Canada offers vacation values, eh
Windsor: Canadian rose
by Keith A. Cornelius
Friday reporter

Let's face it: Sometimes we
just have to get out. Out of the
dorm. Out of the classroom. Out
of town. Perhaps, even out of the
country.
Yes, out of the country. And
why not? Windsor, Ontario, is
only about 80 miles from Bowling Green, and it's packed full of
exciting things to see and do.
The adventure begins after
you pay the toll for the Ambassador Bridge. Linking Detroit
and Windsor, the bridge is one of
the longest suspension bridges
in the world.
Downtown Windsor is a shopper's paradise. There are rows
and rows of clothing boutiques,
fur shops and specialty stores.
From the trend-setting fashions
of Frank Mendal's to the imports of Casa Chavela and the
interior design "alternatives" of
Insites, even the window-shopper will find heaven on the
streets of Windsor.
If you do plan to shop while in
Windsor, you should heed a few
suggestions. Go during the week
ana exchange your money at a
bank for Canadian currency.
Also, remember that anything
you buy must pass through customs on the way home. This may
mean an additional tax.
To avoid the hassle of explain-

Canada's 'Little Apple'
I

ing purchases to the customs
officer, it is just as much fun to
save your money for food and
entertainment.
If you are hungry, try Cadillac
Jack's, Rumors or Peaches. The
food is great and prices are
reasonable. For a restaurant
with fancier decor, fare and
prices, check out Spats or The
Kiverboat.

by CUudU Makhok
Friday reporter

After dinner, there is still
plenty to do. There are numerous clubs and lounges featuring
live jazz groups. On the weekends, Bentley's Roadhouse
moves the eating tables aside
and it becomes one of the most
popular dance places around.
The line waiting at the door
rivals Bowling Green's Uptown
or Main Street on the hottest of
Saturday nights.
If you want a real fun change
of pace, make reservations for
one of the shows at the Komedy
Korner. Shows feature several
different warm-up comics and a
headliner. Jokes tend to get a
little raunchy, but the audience
loves to get involved.
The nice part about Windsor is
that everything is within walking distance of your car whether
you park along the river or in
one of the parking garages. The
day will be one youTl remember
for a long time.

Across the water

Fnday/KeHh Cornelius

The skyline Of downtown Detroit is shrouded by clouds In this view
from Windsor. Ontario. The two cities are less than a mile apart,
separated by the Detroit River and linked by a tunnel and a bridge.

When the mid-semester blues
hit their hardest and you really
feel the need to "get away from
it all." consider a weekend jaunt
to a Dooming metropolitan city in a foreign country. Our
friendly neighbor to the North,
Canada, offers an actionpacked, inexpensive escape to
Toronto, just six hours away.
Toronto, often dubbed the
"People City," offers something
for everyone. With minimal preplanning a mini-vacation is affordable, especially when you
consider the exchange rate.
Currently, the U.S. dollar is
worth approximately 33% more
than the Canadian dollar. There
are several options available
when handling the exchange
rate.
Most Canadian businesses will
accept American currency, but
a bank will give you a slightly
exchange rate for your money
than a retail store. The best
alternative is to use your credit
card, since the bank will adjust
the totals according to the daily
rate.
Make hotel reservations as
early as possible by consulting
with a travel agent or checking
the Red Book, a listing of hotels
and motels (available in Jerome
Library). Remember that hotels

are priced in Canadian dollars.
Knowing where you'U be
spending the night, and .vmed
with Canadian currency, you're
ready to discover the magic of
the city.
Toronto boasts a booming theater district including over 85
performing arts companies, surpassed only by London and New
York. Grand productions such
as "Cats." "A Chorus Line,"
and Agatha Christie's "Mousetrap" are all affordable if you
visit Five Star Tickets, a halfprice, same-day ticket outlet
located at the corner of Dundas
and Yonge Streets in front of
Eaton Centre.
The city's most distinguished
landmark, the Canadian National Tower (CN Tower), is the
tallest free-standing man-made
structure in the world, standing
1,815 feet 5 inches high. Ride the
high-speed glass elevators to the
observation level where you can
see for 100 miles on a clear day.
You can continue the elevator
ride to the top and dine at Top of
Toronto, the highest and largest
revolving restaurant in the
world. There you can enioy a
breathtaking view of the city for
an average price of $15.95 per
meal. The tower also houses
broadcasting and communica• See Toronto sights, page 10.

museum
Winter wonders live at King's Island Fremont
open for holidays
by Ellen Zimmerll
ass't managing editor

by John P. Gliebc
Friday reporter

Those of you looking for somewhere to go in the spirit of the
holidays may be surprised to
know that Christmas's ambience is alive and well at King's
bland.
With The Beast in hibernation,
along with most of the other
rides, the theme park will be
transformed into a winter won
deriand. Winterfest '85 kicks off
daily operation on November 29
and culminates with fireworks
at 9 p.m. on New Year's Eve.
The festival's focal point will
be a lavish International Street,
with the replica 330-foot Eiffel
Tower transformed into a giant,
lighted Christmas tree. Its 2400
twinkling lights and magnificent
30-foot star will be visible for
many miles around.
The towering "tree" overlooks International Street and
the park's Royal Fountain, frozen for ice-skating. The five
buildings on the street will be
adorned with holiday decorations and will feature gifts made
by skilled craftspeople.
Should a youngster accompany you, or if you posess any
child-like tendencies yourself,
Santa's Village in Rivertown
offers the opportunity to mingle
with old Kris Kringle.
More craftspeople will be in
Rivertown making such unusual
items as bread-dough ornaments, hand-carved candles and
hand-made toys. King's Island
shops will also offer such hardto-find gifts as Hummelware,
ii»rUmp Alexander dolls, Ba

Photo courtesy/King's Island
Ice skating on the Royal Fountain is one of the many attractions at King's Island during the annual
Winterfest celebration. Winterfest '85 will run from November 29 through December 31 at the theme
park, which is about a three-hour drive from Bowling Green.

varian cuckoo clocks and imported tree decorations.
A new French bakery is
planned for the French Building
at this year's Winterfest. Several taste-temptins goodies will
be baked, including chocolate
eclairs, gingerbread houses,
cream horns and an assortment
of hot cookies. The Spanish
Building will also feature peanut

brittle and creamy fudge prepared on marble table tope.
Both the Festhaus and Columbia Palace will offer tasty holiday food, as well as live
entertainment. The Festhaus
will have dishes from Italy, Germany and Mexico.
Winterfest '85 will also feature
four new original live shows,
numerous roving entertainers

and, of course, the Hannah-Barbera cartoon characters. In the
Festhaus, a double cast of performers will perform "Home
For The Holidays" several
times each day. The 30-minute
musical includes audience singalongs of yuletide tunes.
Admission to Winterfest '85 is
$4.95, with children three and
• See Winterfest '85, page 11.

For those who may be
spending the Thanksgiving
holiday closer to Bowling
Green or looking for a place
to escape to on the weekend,
the Rutherford B. Hayes
home and museum may be
the perfect getaway.
About 35 miles east of
Bowling Green in Fremont,
the presidential home, museum and library, located on
25 acres of land, offer a step
back in history and an informative walk-through history
lesson.
Tour guides lead visitors
through the home in a 40-minute tour, which begins as soon
as you walk through the
grand doorway with a tale
about Hayes' uncle who left
the home and grounds to his
nephew when he died.
The Rutherfords moved
into their Fremont home after the president retired from
the White House in 1881. Descendants of the president
occupied the home until 1965
when it was opened to the
public.
Ann Baker, who has
worked at the home for 32
years, designed and wrote the
"I keep reading al! the time
and putting things into the
tour to get it where it is today," Baker said.
Today the tour will describe not only each of the
rooms of the borne, much of
the furniture and details

about the grounds, but detail
the origins of the pieces and
some of their history.
Fran Jackson, a tour guide
who has been working at the
home since last spring, said it
took her about two weeks to
learn the tour.
Jackson describes details
as minute as the bedwarmers
which were filled with hot
coals and run over the covers
before people got into their
beds. Their only source of
heat was the 15 fireplaces
throughout the home.
To warm their feet, a soap
brick was heated in the fireplace, wrapped in a towel and
placed in the bed. Jackson
said many magazines still
advertise the bricks and people still use them.
Although the home has always featured a Victorian
Christmas, Baker said she is
not sure whether the traditional 14-foot-tall Christmas
tree will be allowed in the
home, since a new fire marshall is not allowing live trees
in public places.Baker added
that the fireplaces and staircase will be decorated and the
home will be open for free
public viewing from Dec. 28
through 31.
The museum and home are
open from 9 a.m. to 5 pjn.,
Tuesday through Saturday,
and 1:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday, Monday and holidays,
but are closed Thanksgiving,
Christmas and New Years.
Admission is $2 for adults and
11.50 for children.

Was it right to tear down the goalposts after last Saturday's game?

Interviews by/Bub Symbolik

LAURA BOWERS, freshman
education major, West Unity: "I
think it was pretty immature. I
was just as excited about the
victory, but there are other
ways of celebrating."

JEFFREY STRAND, junior
accounting/Mis
major, North
Olmsted:r'I thought it was great
that the fans were excited, but
there's a problem when people
get hart in the process."

JAMES CAIN, Junior accounting major, Cincinnati: "I think
it's a great tradition and great
spirit on part of the fans. It's just
too bad that someone got hurt in
the process."

MIKE TONN, freshman
sports management major,
Massillon: "I loved it! It was an
uplifting experience."

DENNY TIEN, sophomore accounting/MIS major, Macedonia: "I loved it. It was the
greatest feeling I've had since
Pve been here.

Friday/Jim Sakola
DONNA WHILE, sophomore
marketing major, Northfleld: "I
thought tt was land of dangerous
since some people got hart
Maybe there's something else
for the fans to go crary with."
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American past shown at museums
by JuttCann BcO
Friday reporter

Far those students who have
nothing planned for Thanksgiving break except to eat turkey, a
trip to Greenfield Village and
Henry Ford Museum could be a
nice way to take a fun filled
mini-vacation.
The Henry Ford Museum has
collections for a variety of interests. Some of the most fascinating exhibits visitors will see
include the 600-ton steam locowaUn,Alkgbeny, a 1909 Model
T Ford that "put the world on
wheels", a bicycle built for 10
people and a copy of Charles
Lindbergh's Spint of St. Louis
flown by Jimmy Stewart in the
movie of the same name.
Visitors to the museum are
also given the chance to peddle a
high-wheel bike, tap on a telegraph and operate a flat-bed
printing press.

Among the fascinating items
to be found in Greenfield Village
is Thomas Edison's Menlo Park
labratory. Many inventions
were developed here, including
the phonograph, the incandescent light and improvements on
the telegraph.
Henry Ford's 1880 two-story
clapboard farmhouse, which he
had moved here, is also located
in Greenfield Village. Ford restored the bouse to nave it look
exactly as he remembered it
from his childhood.
A new addition to Greenfield
Village this year is Firestone
Farm, birthplace of Harvey
Firestone. Firestone Farm will
operate as a farm of the 1880's
complete with crops and livestock. In many of the buildings
demonstrations of day to day
activities of the past take place.
These demonstrations may include open-hearth cooking,
steam-powered milling, needle

Classic antique cars in the Transportation area are part of the vast collections of historic artifacts in the
12-acre Henry Ford Museum in Dearborn, Mich. Pictured above are a 1939 Presidential Lincoln (left) and a
1912 Baker Electric.

and wool carding and
weaving.
For a change of pace visitors
can dip-clop down the streets of
the past aboard a horse-drawn
carriage (or sleigh ride,
weather permitting).
After a day of sightseeing,
visitors can relax in the Eagle
Tavern and enjoy authentic 19th
century food.
From December 7 through 31
(except Christmas Day) visitors

to the museum will be able to
enjoy a traditional holiday celebration complete with the customs from past decades of
America's history. A giant
Christmas tree surrounded by a
veritable Noah's Ark of stuffed
animals will be displayed along
with exhibits tracing the origins
of such seasonal celebrities as
Frosty the Snowman and Rudolf
the Red-Nosed Reindeer. Various historical homes will be
decorated, and food and gifts
from the past can be purchased

at booths and tables within the
museum.
Admission to the Henry Ford
Museum and Greenfield Village
are seperate but cost the same:
Adults, $8; children S through 12
17; children under 5 , free; ami
senior citizens, $7. Group rates
are available as well as a two
day (consecutive) unlimited admissions ticket to the museum
and village. The cost of this twoday ticket is $15 for adults, *7.50
for children 5 through 12 and $13
for senior citizens.

Ohio travel options abound
byfeOyRoac

Friday reporter

Deciding on a place to go
over Thanksgiving can be difficult. If your home is too far
away, where do you go to
spend some time away from

Includes: Air, 3 Night Hotel. Rental Car

• Round trip air to Orlando • Hotel accommodations for 3
nights (hotel taxes not included) • American International
economy car rental for three 24-hour periods • Florida
FunBook • Air taxes

TAMPA/CLEARWATER
MIAMI/FT. LAUDERDALE

> has so much to offer to
tourists that it can be difficult
deciding justwhere to go over
the holiday. Whether you
want a short and inexpensive
trip or a long trip with every
luxury, there is somewhere
for you.
Ohio offers a variety of
opportunities to get away
from it all. If you prefer to

visit museums, Ohio has a
museum for just about everything.
The Professional Football
Hall of Fame in Canton will
interest sports fans while the
Canton Classic Car Museum
will fascinate car buffs with
its unique collection of antique vehicles.
Columbus contains numerous museums including The
Columbus Museum of Art and
the Center of Science and
Industry (COSI).
COSI is full of unusual exhibits and shows to fascinate
everyone, featuring a planetarium and the Perception of
Optical Illusions Show.

Cleveland has numerous
places to visit. The Cleveland
Health Education Museum.
The Cleveland Aquarium and
Cleveland's Play House are
tost a few of the many tourist
attractions in the city.
If you are interested in nature, why not try one of Ohio's
many parks. Mohican State
Park, Loodanvffle, and Salt
Fork State Park, Cambridge,
offer camping, nature trails
and resorts to please people
who want to relax and get
back to nature.
Dayton also offers a variety
of attractions. The U.S. Air
Force Museum located at
Wright Patterson Air Force

Base is ths most popular admission-free attractions in
Ohio. It includes more than
110 aircraft and balloons plus
much more. While in Dayton,
viators can also see Carillon
Park and The Dayton Art
Institute, to name just a two
of the city's many attractions.
The above-mentioned are
Kst a few of the places to visit
Ohio. Thanksgiving does
not have to be dull for those
students who do not go home.
The AAA can assist travelers
in finding places to go and
how to get there to take all the
worry out of traveling.

There's no better way to spend a Saturday night than...

SHIPWRECKED WITH A KAPPA
November 23,1985

Includes: Air. 3 Night Hotel. Rental Car

•Round trip air to Tampa*Hotel accommodations for
first 2 nights (hotel taxes not included) • Use of an
American International economy car rental for 7 24-hour
periods. Car does not include: state/local taxes, gas and
collision damage waiver. • Florida FunBook • Air taxes

from OHIO, Canton/Akron,
Cincinnati, Dayton, Toledo

Call AAA TRAVEL AGENCY Today
352-5276
ASK FOR
FUNWAY

JDAYS. INC.

^TO COLORADO or FLORIDA

® TRAVEL AGENCY
414 E. Wooator St. • Bowing Green, OH 43402
Ph. 362-5270
TA0083

We rake travel easier For everybody.

Betty & Josh
Jenny & Jimmy
Melissa & Mark
Pam & Ric
Judy & Clark
Suzie & Kenny
Patty & Dave
Julie & Phil
Cindy & Tom
Sherri & Greg
Laura & Spike
Ann & Jerry
Anne & Bill
Tina & John

Margaret & Todd
Jill & Dennis
Beth & Greg
Terri & Jeff
Dee & Mark
Cindy & Mike
Suzy & Brooke
Sarah & Steve
Laurie & Elroy
Jenny & Doug.
Liz & Tommy D.
Cindy & Brendan
Linda & Mike
Darby & Larry

Gilligan Niser &
Skipper Scott
Mary Ann & Dave
Professor Mike &
Ginger Gail
Paula & Ben
Erin & Mark
June & Todd
Tracy & Bill
Amy & Randy
Michele & Mike
Karen & Eric
Arleen & Bruce
Mickey & Minnie
Frizz & Red
Kelley & Jeff
Jenny & Scott
Jennifer & James

Sue & Harold
Debbie & Steve
Jenny & Matt
Sherie & Jeff
Lea Ann & Greg
Ro & Jimmy
Jennifer & Joe
Bena & Chip
Michelle & Eric
Molly & Steve
Tamara & Jim
Tricia & Jon
Lori & Chip
Jennifer & Chad
Mary & Jack
Lisa & Jim
Karen & Brent
Sherri & Greg
Lisa & Kevin
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A guide to the Big Apple
by Jenny Hudson

Friday reporter
There are some things I just
love about being a New Yorker.
I love the fact that I can get
: Ounese food at 3 a.m. I also love
getting the Sunday New York
Times on Saturday night. But
probably the greatest and most
enviable fringe benefit of living
in the "city that never sleeps" is
returning for the holidays.
To find the holiday spirit in
New York City, you should do
two things. First, enjoy the spectacular decorations and wonderful displays New York has. You
really can't experience the holidays with such magnificence
anywhere but in the Big Apple.
Second, look a bit beyond the
hustle and bustle of New York
shoppers and tourists and notice
the people of New York. It must
be holiday spirit that makes 15
usually-stoic New Yorkers wish
each other Merry Christmas on
a subway train.
The number and variety of
activities and sights in New
York would take hundreds of
pages to detail. But, like anyone
else, I have some favorites. Following is a list of just a few of the
multitude of things to do during
your Big Apple holiday:
• Number one on my list, and
also on many other New Yorker's lists, is Christmas shopping.
Among the many posh retail
stores are Macy's, Gimbels and
Orbachs on 34th Street plus
Saks, Lord & Taylor and B.
Altaian's on Fifth Avenue. For
the more expensive shopper,
there's also Gucci's. Bonwit
Teller, Bergdorf Goodman and
Bloomingdale's - all within 15
blocks of each other.
• If department store shopping
isn't your thing, New York is a
haven for the small boutique.

For the more expensive shops,
check 57th Street, Park and
Madison Avenues and the upper
East Side of the city. Moderately-priced stores are in abundance all over Manhattan, but
try the upper West Side on Columbus and Amsterdam Avenues.
• The stores of New York offer
more than just shopping. People
line up for blocks to watch the
animated Christmas fantasies
come to life in the windows of B.
Altaian's, Macy's and Saks or to
glimpse the jewel-encrusted
winter scenes in the windows of
Tiffany's on 57th Street at Fifth
Avenue.
• One of the newest attractions
for New York shoppers is Trump
Tower on Fifth Avenue at 57th
Street. Doormen dressed like
Buckingham Palace guards
usher you into the gallery of
stores and cafes that are housed
within the giant skyscraper
while a brass choir serenades
you from one of the many balconies.
• Rockefeller Center, located
on Fifth Avenue near 50th
Street, is a must-see for all holiday visitors. The lighting on the
giant Christmas tree is televised
nationwide shortly after
Thanksgiving, but don't miss the
ice-skating rink where you can
skate with some of the most
interesting skaters in New York.
• If you're a music fan, there's
no better place than Manhattan
at Christmas. Handel's "Messiah" is performed at Carnegie
Hall and also at various other
theatres and churches around
town. Performances are always
given that allow outsiders to join
in the famous Hallelujah Chorus.
While walking down Fifth
Avenue or any other Manhattan
street, you can almost always
encounter some of New York's

New York is still
hot 'After Hours9
by Scott E. Norman
Friday reporter

After painting a rather
dark picture of New York
City in movies like "Mean
Streets" and "Taxi Driver,"
director Martin Scorcese
casts some comic light on the'
Big Apple in his new movie,

finest musicians playing holiday
music for the crowds. Brass
choirs are very popular and the
sound of Christmas carols is a
marvelous (and free) addition to
your Manhattan experience.
• For a change of pace, go to
the lower east side of Manhattan
near the Brooklyn Bridge and
visit the South Street Seaport, a
wonderful area full of stores,
restaurants and strolling carriers.
The New York Transportation
Department has recently provided a special bonus for visitors
who stay for the New Year's Eve
celebrations -transportation via
buses, subways and commuter
trains is free shortly after the
new year. Any of these is a

convenient way to get around
town, if you're not squashed by
the one-million-plus Times
Square partiers.
A final note about the holidays
in New York, especially New
Year's Eve: watch your purses,
wallets and other valuables. The
holiday season is also a prime
time for pickpockets. New York
is a grand place during the holidays, and even more wonderful
if it isn't spoiled by a thief or a
mugger.
So go to New York and celebrate the holidays in one of the
world's greatest towns with
some of the world's greatest
people. Chances are you won't
regret it.

GRAND OPENING
CELEBRATION
Travel Unlimited is giving away a trip for
Two to New York City!

Visit 'The Lady" and become
part of History
Register to win this Fabulous Trip on or before
5:00 p.m. Friday, November 29,. 1985
The winner will be announced on
Saturday, November 30, 1985

Griffin Dunne stars as mild
mannered word processor
Paul Hackett, a bored and
lonely guy looking for something more out of life. While
at a local eastside cafe, Paul
meets a beautiful girl named
Marcy (Rosanna Arquette).
Paul arranges a meeting
with Marcy at tier girlfriend's
pad in Soho. During a wild
cab ride to the Downtown
area, Paul loses his money
and the cabbie leaves him
stranded in Soho.
To explain the plot of "After Hours" any further would
be pointless, since too much
happens to poor Paul. He
meets one weird character
after another in his quest to
get home, and through a bizarre series of mishaps and
misunderstandings, finds his
very life in danger. But don't
worry - it's all In good fun.
Scorcese has created a
dream-like world in "After
Hours." In fact, the movie
itself flows like a dream - like
something out of the "Wizard
of Oz." Like Dorothy, Paul
journeys through a strange
world, sometimes wonderful
and sometimes dangerous,
wanting only to go home the
entire time.
The entire cast is excellent
in small, but utterly unique
roles. Rosanna Arquette, as

the flaky and neurotic Marcy,
continues to demostrate why
she is one of the finest young
actresses around today.
Linda ("Vision Quest")
Fiorentino is perfect as Arquette's sexy artistgirlfriend
who dabbles in papier-mache
sculptures and bondage. Teri
Garr is on screen for maybe
15 minutes, but makes her
time count as a wacky waitress who is stuck in the 1960's
and still jamming to the Monkees. Even Cheech and Chong
make a brief appearance as
two local thieves.
In the midst of all these
crazy people is Griffin Dunne.
Dunne is the focus of the
movie (and co-producer) and
the glue that holds it together.
Whether entering the punkish
Club Berlin on Mohawk night
or being chased by a mob of
Soho vigilantes in a Mr. Softy
trunk, Dunne is up to to the
challenge.
As usual, Scorcese is a film
craftsman. Like all his movies, "After Hours" is visually
stunning. He creates a atmosphere of absurdity in the
movie and only asks the audience to accept that not everything will make sense.
"After Hours" is not for
everyone. The movie relies on
an urban feel, black comedy,
and a host of characters
many people may find puzzling. So if you like your movies straight from the hip and
in the mainstream, ''After
Hours" may not be for you.
But if you like something different, appreciate fine character acting and creative
filmmaking, "After Hours" is
right on the mark.

Monday Musicians
present,

^
^J}

ly-acultu uDradi Quintet

4:30-5:30 p.m.
Harshman Cafeteria
Monday, November 25, 1985

Howard's club H
* VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. •
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"
Organics
Friday, Saturday
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Performers with scripts, no props

Readers-style "Agnes' intense
by Lori Hohlbdn
Friday reporter

The discovery of a dead baby
and the confessions of a young
nun give rise to questions of
belief in the latest University
Theater production, Agues of
God.
Performed In reader's theater
style, the play, by John Pielmeier. is the tale of a young
disturbed nun, Agnes, and the
mysterious birth and death of
her child. Agnes, played by Kimberly Sergent, makes allusions
to both a holy conception and
rape when speaking to psychiatrist Dr. Martha Livingstone
(Melissa Ann MiUlngton) about
the loss of her virginity.
As the play continues, Agnes's
experience becomes more enigmatic. Her mother superior,
Mother Miriam Ruth (Robin
Streichler), believes In the goodness and innocence of Agnes yet
discloses some information
about Agnes's past that later
snowballs into probable insanity.
From that point on, the play
hinges upon the possibility of
miracles and the unseen power
of God working amidst a sometimes faithless and disbelieving

contemporary world.
Despite a cast of only three
and the use of scarce props,
Agnes of God Is an excellent
production. Sergent displayed a
wide range of emotions and talent in her depiction of the torn
and troubled Agnes. As Mother
Miriam, Streichler did a very
fine Job of portraying a somewhat bitter woman with a soft
heart while also supplying necessary comic relief.
MiUlngton, as Dr. Livingstone, gave a wonderful performance. Serving as the play's
narrator and chief catalyst, she
kept the audience alert and their
curiosity piqued.
A suspenseful drama that
slaps its audience with some
gripping questions, Agnes of
Gotfia well worth seeing. While
the use of scripts on stage and
lack of props (both defining
characteristics of reader's theater) might seem odd at first,
the play is entertaining and fastmoving.
Acnes of God is playing this
weekend only at 8 p.m. in the Joe
E. Brown Theater. Tickets are
$1.50 for students and can be
purchased at the door.

Frlday/Gayfc Hammon

A Proper Play

Dr. Martha Livingston (left), portrayed by Melissa MiUlngton. talks to fallen nun Agnes (Kim Sergent) about
her baby in the University Reader's Theatre production of "Agnes of God." Reader's Theater productions
are characterized by little or no onstage movement and minimal sets and costumes. The show will run tonight
and tomorrow beginning at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theater

'City' tops Billboard top ten
Glenn Frey (MCA)
.VSeparate Lives" Phil Collins 4 Marilyn Martin (Atlantic)
4."Broken Wings" Mr. Mister
(RCA)
5."Never" Heart (Capitol)
6. "Lay Your Hands On Me"
The Thompson Twins (Arista)
7. "Head Over Heels" Tears
for Fears (Mercury)

(AP)-The following are Billboard's hot record hits as they
appear in this week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
HOT SINGLES
l."We Built This City"
Starship (Grunt)
2.'You Belong to the City"

• 80 BLUE*

• 60 BUCKS •

OSU VS. MICHIGAN
Poslgame

HAPPY HOURS

Sat., Nov. 23

6-9 p.m. at Uptown

* $2.00 all the beer you can drink
• Sponsored by the BGSU Ski Team
• SKI RAFFLE*

8. "Miami Vice Theme" Jan
Hammer (MCA)
9. "Who's Zoomta' Who" Aretha Franklin (Arista)
10."Part-Time Lover" Stevie
Wonder (Tamla)
TOPLP's
l."'Mlami Vice' Soundtrack"
(MCA)
2."Scarecrow" John Cougar
Mellencamp (Riva (-Platinum
(More than 1 million units sold.)
3."Brothers In Arms" Dire
Straits (Warner Bros.)-Platinum
4."Heart" Heart (Capitol)Platinum
5."In Square Circle" Stevie
Wonder (Tamla)
6. "Whitney Houston" Whitney
Houston (Arista)-Platinum
7. "Songs from the Big Chair"
Tears for Fears (Mercury (-Platinum
8. "The Dream of the Blue
Turtles" Sting (AiM)-Platinum
9."Born in the U.S.A." Bruce
Springsteen (Columbia (-Platinum
10."Afterbumer" Z Z Top
(Warner Bros.)

WITH THIS COUPON

Any Pan Style Slice

Student Rec Center

Thanksgiving
Break Hours
Center
p* Andrews Pool
& Family:
£ Age 7-17 yrs.
8 Under 7 yrs.
I Cooper Pool:
S Wed., Nov. 27
&*Fri.,Nov.29
2 *Sat., Nov.30
ft *Sun., Dec. 1

!

8
noon-9 p.m.S
1 p.m.-8 p.m.$
Andrews Pool Onlyjj
§
12-2 p.m., 5-8 p.m.¥
12-9 p.m. Z
8 a.m.-9 p.m.^
8 a.m.-9 p.m.8

*du« to iwim mwt

£

$5 Thanksgiving
Break Pass

%

Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio
One coupon per slice
Void with other specials
Rocky ^l Rococo
Offer expires: 1 /22/86

Because of its close proximity,
and the friendly nature of the
city's 2.5 million people, you're
apt to forget that you're in a
foreign country, but a word of
warning while entering and
leaving the country is in line.
You are required to pass
through customs, and it's important to be honest when answering questions.
Though not customary, officials will occasionally check automobiles for contraband - If
you're considering sneaking
anything across, think again.
Just be straightforward, and
remember that customs has the
authority to make spot checks
on any vehicle it chooses.
Toronto is a cosmopolitan city
full of vitality and spirit, with
the enticement of a foreign counaTake off over the long
nksgiving weekend, or
gather a group of friends and
make your next road trip different from any you've taken before. You'll be amazed at what
you find! (For more'information, call Canadian Government
Office of Tourism 1-800-2883735.)

Jfam-fryout Aicu^
*
&r

CALIFORNIA
BOWL

Special Edition
of

THE BG NEWS

Otf

Tuesday, December 17

Congratulate the MAC Champion Falcons on their achievements this season and
read firsthand in-depth accounts of their
second California Bowl appearance.

^

ADVERTISING DEADLINE: Ttan., Dec 12,4 pan.
Special Edition Spot Color Available
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If you prefer chic neighborhood boutiques and trendy restaurants, an afternoon in
Yorkville is a must. Located
norm of Bloor Street between
Avenue Road and Yonge, the
Victorian-Gothic architecture
provides a pleasant diversion
from the standard downtown
buildings.
Luxuries abound and prices
are high, but window-shopping
Is free and people-watching is at
its best
Village by the Grange is located on McCaul Street at Dundas in the southwestern end of
the city. It offers more than 75
boutiques and restaurants in a
quaint, "old world" atmosphere, complete with cobblestone streets.
Of special culinary interest is
Ginsberg and Wong, a fun, casual restaurant specializing in
the unusual combination of Deli
and Chinese food, at reasonable
prices.
Tu-onto also has a well-developed subway system, and an
underground networks of malls,
cinemas and eateries stretching
as far as six blocks under the
bustle of the streets. Stores are
varied enough to please even the
most critical shopper.

$**"± ivy

s

ft
Hours and Pass effective
ft Wednesday, Nov. 27 thru Sunday, Dec. IS
CLOSED THANKSGIVING DAY
For more information call the SRC 2 -2711

f\f\ -^

for only 99<P

noon-9 p.m.^
1 p.m.-8 P*m.$|
$3 anytime^

4k

ft

of your choice

(Continued from page 7)
tion facilities, a night club, a gift
shop, casual dining at the Food
Fair, and an arcade.
For the sports enthusiast, the
Toronto Argonauts of the Canadian Football League continue their season at Exhibition
Stadium. The Toronto Maple
Leafs of the National Hockey
League host games at Maple
Leaf Gardens. Ticket prices
range from 17 to $22.
If you're like most vacationen, shopping has a high priority, and Toronto can certainly
accommodate all styles and
tastes. Located on Yonge Street
In the middle of downtown Toronto is Eaton Centre, a metropolitan shopping complex
surpassing anything in Toledo.
Tne four-level glass vaulted
structure has over 300 shops
including men's and women's
stores, books and records stores,
fast-food outlets, restaurants
and pubs and 17 theatres.
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Hocking Hills: Ohio's Yosemite
Waterfalls, gorges, caves and lots of people in Southeastern Ohio state park

T

by Donny Roush
Friday reporter

About 14.000 years ago, as the
continental glaciers' icy grip
began slipping from Northwest
Ohio, a lake formed-drop by
slowly melting drop-from the
melt. Glacial Lake Maumee
filled and then dried over the
next 10,000 years, leaving behind
the Black Swamp with its Oat,
fertile plains scattered with oak
forests and crossed by meandering streams.
IWs geological quick-freeze
and drip-dry spared Southeast
Ohio. On the opposite side of the
state, the surface is not flat, the
forests are a mixture of hardwoods and conifers and the
streams dance and tumble down
to the Ohio River.
In western Hocking County,
the scenery is especially breathtaking. Here, Hocking Hills
State Forest, encompassing 8,948 acres, has been set aside.
Carved out of it are six areas,
which together comprise Hocking Hills State Park.
Old Man's Cave, the most popular area, teems with picnickers, frisbee throwers ana family
reunioners on warm weekends.
A legend of a tum-of-the-century
hermit's residence gives a large
stone overhang a mile down the
gorge, and the area, its name.
Toe recluse must have enjoyed the two magnificent waterfalls and the Devil's Bathtub,
a deep whirlpool which has carved a natural Jacuzzi out of the
gorge's soft sandstone.
Most of the park's facilities
are at Old Man's Cave. A concession stand sits on the rim at
the picnic area in case you for-
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Fnday/Donny Roush

Black Hand Sandstone is still being eroded by the Lower Falls in the
gorge at Old Man's Cave. Old Man's Cave Is the most popular area of
the six that make up Hocking Hills State Park.

got an item in your basket. If
you didn't bring a basket, a
dining lodge serves sit-down
meals and features a weekend
buffet.
Also at the lodge is a public
swimming pool. Nearby are
camping accommodations - a

NATO.

primitive area with a 35-person
capacity; 170 Class "B'rsites,
complete with showers, a coinoperated laundromat and 26
electrical outlets; and 40 heated
cabins with for four persons
each, available year-round.
From Old Man's Cave, the
farthest outlying area, Cantwell

College Days in Steamboat
Skiing Package
^ '

oy

transportation
January 5-11, 1986

«97Q With
•*»*'*' transportaion
January 4-12. 1986

Reservations can be
made at the UAO office,
3" floor Union.
Final payments due
December 11. 1985
For more information
can 372-2343

Conkle's Hollow, another
gorge surrounded by high
ridges, is the least developed of
the six areas. Only hiking on a
rim trail is permitted.
A breathtaking waterfall and
another steep-walled gorge can
be found at Cedar Falls. The
area was named through a misidentification: evergreens surrounding the falls were thought
by settlers to be cedars. Tne
trees were actually hemlocks,
but the name they gave the
swirling falls remains.
The last area - the most accessible to handicapped persons-features Ohio's largest
recess cave. If the hermit nad
traveled south five more miles,
he would have had a 700-feet
wide living room with a 90-feet
rotunda. A small stream
plunges over the edge of Ash
Cave, adding to its beauty.

TRUTH
The past 35 yean of peace
have been one of the longest
periods of European peat*
in recorded history.

tkmtijmmmmmt.

•OVERCOATS

VINTAGE APPAREL
FOR
MEN & WOMEN
F

I

•SUITS/SUIT COATS
.CU.DTC

*SWEATERS
•JEWLERY

8^^AjN_ UPSTAIRS^

•DRESSES

• 354-1*34

A 99$ One Trip Salad Bar
with any pan style slice purchase
Limit one coupon per person
Void with other specials
Offer expires: 1 /22/86

1

SIM

COUPON

This coupon entitles
holder to $1 Off all
regularly priced LP's,
pre-recorded Tapes,
or Compact Discs. "On
Sale" items excluded.

Everybody's Talking About
* |
~m
Sunchase Tours Official Spring Break Trips

Coupon good thru 11/24/85

B.G. DRIVE-THRU
»

Why Walk Through *j
when you can Drive Through?
$1.79

CENTRAL PRESERVATIONS
1-800-321-S911
CALL TODAY!

SPACE IS LIMITED!

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

ff Daytona Beach.
»■ *
THE REEF RESORT MOTEL
tk steamboat Springs,
^^

THE ROCKIES CONDOS

fT South Padre island, »««•
PADRE LITE CONOOS
BAHIA MAR RESORT CONOOS

f? Port Walton Beach,
THE ISLANDER BEACH RESORT MOTEL

0 lfallfBoaver Crook, cetM«
BEAVER CREEK WEST CONDOS
f? Mustang island, ».«-•
PORT ROYAL RESORT CONOOS

$1.89
$2.19
$1.79
$1.09

"Bowling Greens only Drive Through"

780 S. College

For the economy-minded traveler, the nearby Quality Inn on
King's Mills Road also have
special packages. From Sunday
through Thursday, the price is
$22.15 per person (based on double occupancy). The weekend
package is $24.89 per person
(also based on double occupancy). For information and
reservations, call toll-free, 1-800227-7100.
For more information about
Winterfest '85, call (513) 2415000. Kings Island is located on
1-71,35 mUes south of Dayton, It
is approximately a three-hour
drive from Bowling Green.

WITH THIS COUPON
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Cains 1 ibers
Rolling Rock Kegs
Little Kings Kegs
Balreich's 1 ibers
Doritos 1 ibcrs
Coke Classic 8 Pks
Sprite & Slice 2 litre

Those same settlers who called
hemlocks "cedars" also named
Ash Cave when they found abandoned pyres there.
Just as the hermit and the
settlers discovered them, you
too can find the Hocking Hills.
They offer a beauty and serenity
that simply cannot be found in
Northwest Ohio. Once you've
been there, you'll want to go
back to smell the hemlocks,
hear cold water splash over a
cliff and feel coarse Black Hand
Sandstone underfoot.
At all six areas restrooms and
drinking water are available.
Other accommodations can be
found at the numerous carryouts along the connecting highways or in Logan, Hocking
County's seat ana only town &
notable size.
The Hocking Hills region is 190
miles torn Bowling Green. Take
1-75, StateRoutelSand US. 23
south to Columbus's outer belt,
1-270. Go around to the east
exiting at US. 33. Travel southeast to State Route 374, ten miles
south of Lancaster. Follow the
signs to the area of your choice.
Tor more Information or to
make reservations write Hocking Hills State Park: 20160 State
Route 664; Logan, Ohio 43138 or
call toll-free 1-900-BUCKEYE.

(Continued from page 7)
under getting in for free. Parking is also free but there is an
extra charge for ice skating.
Winterfest '85 will be open
from 4 - 10 p.m. weekdays, 10
a.m. -11 p.m. on Saturdays and
10 a.m. - 10 p.m. on Sundays from November 29 through December 31 except for Christmas
Eve and Christmas Day.
For Winterfest visitors wanting to stay overnight, the King's
Island Inn and Conference Center offer a special Winterfest
package for $49 (based on double occupancy). This includes
one night's lodging, admission to
Winterfest, a shuttle service,
indoor swimming, sauna, Jacuzzi and other recreational activities. For reservations, call
toll-free: 1-800-582-3050 in Ohio
and 1-800-543-3290 out of state.

Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, Ohio

&te^fo!tlk£6/a*'

Fun in the Snow
with UA0!

Cliffs, lies seven miles northon twisting roads, this distance
translates to 14 miles. These
cliffs and pinnacles are, geologists say, the finest example of
Black Hand Sandstone in the
Appalachian Plateau. The soft,
rippled rock, once a sea bottom,
was uplifted and blistered 300
million years ago when the Appalachians were born.
The roads back toward the
park's inner reaches meets the
Rock House first. While the hermit was living in his cave, fugitives from the law were hiding In
the Rock House, the only fully
enclosed cave in the nark. A
crevice running parallel to a
cliff face can be entered through
cracks which resemble windows
and doorways. Numerous criminals have chronicled their stays
in the cave: "Thomas G. Macklin, 1814" and "Dan loves Lisa,
'85."

Winterfest '85

352-9851

fr Port Laudordale, «.,..
THE LAMPLIGHTER MOTEL
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Stranger pays for 'fairytale' trip
Like most foreign exchange
students. Bowling Green juniors
Eisenmann ana Gabram expected memorable experiences
during their semester abroad in
Tours, France. But neither
woman dreamed of what would
happen in Lausanne, Switzerland.

by OaudU Malchok

Friday reporter
"I truly feel that I met the
Swiss Santa Claus that evening," Linda Eisenmann said.
"He could have been Santa, all
be needed was the red hat,"
Deanna Gabram added. "He
was a cute little guy, jolly and a
bit drunk."

When classes ended in late
December, the women spent

their last days and dollars touring Europe.
They met Jacques Muller in
Le Snoupy, a small Swiss bistro
in Lausanne, where they were
passing time until their returning train was scheduled to leave.
"Jacques approached us and
practiced his English, since everywhere you go, it's obvious

that you're American," Gabram
said.
The trio shared a pitcher of
beer, over which the women
recounted many of the sights
they had visited. They commented about the beauty of Aigle, a mountainous resort town
in Switzerland, and Muller
scoffed, saying they hadn't seen
anything until they visited the
Matterhorn in Zermat. Eisenmann and Gabram reminded
him they were out of both money
and time.
Muller was so insistent that
they visit the Matterhorn, the
pride of his homeland, that be
purchased two first-class roundtrip tickets to Zermat on the
spot. With Midler's coaxing, the
women boarded a midnight
train for Zermat. the home of
the famed Matterhorn.
When they arrived at 2 a.m., a
green Mercedes taxi was waiting to drive them to the Zermatterhof. a plush hotel located
near the base of the mountain.
The women enjoyed a fairytale day touring Zermat, window shopping at the exclusive
boutiques, and wondering who
Jacques Muller was that he
could afford to cater to two
young Americans he didn't

Friday/Jim Sakola
Juniors Linda Eisenmann (left) and Deanna Gabram were treated to
mini-vacation in Switzerland last December by a philanthropic Swiss
baker. "He was a cute little guy. jolly and a bit drunk," Gabram recalled.

BEYOND 9 TO 5

HOURS:
Mon.-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

354-3977

7 a.m.-10 p.m.
7 a.m.-6 p.m.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Noon-8 p.m.

325 E. Wooster .

United Way
o' Greater Toledo

The day was complete with a
sleigh ride through the narrow
streets of Zermat in a horse
driven carriage. With a final
glance at the snow-capped Matterhorn in the foggy moonlight,
still wondering if the unexpected
excursion was real. Eisenmann
and Gabram boarded the firstclass car of a train returning to
Lausanne.
Muller was waiting for them
at the train station, and escorted
the women to Le Snoupy for a
champagne farewell.
To this day, Eisenmann and
Gabram know nothing more
about Jacques Muller or his
motive for such a generous gift.

*V J.T.'S PIZZA
*" CARR Y OUT
Pizza for Penny Pinchers
10"
14"
16"
12"

PRESENTS

Christmas

m

WHEN: FRIDAY, DEC. 6
WHERE: ICE ARENA
PRICE: M -50 or 2.90/couple

*

*

cheese
only
cheese
only
cheese
only
French Bread Pizza

$1.75
$2.75
$3.75
$1.75

Pick up only
405 Thurstin
3525475

7 p.m. — 10 p.m.

*

Holiday flights
can be affordable
by Kim Gillette
Friday reporter

A lot of people like the idea
of traveling by airplane to
new and exciting places. But
high ticket prices and booked
flights can quickly ground
any soaring thoughts of adventure and excitement.
The fact is, though, with
some investigating and a
little planning, airplane
travel can be fun - and affordable.
The best way to save money
is by purchasing tickets 30
days in advance. The name
Super Saver is applied to this
type of ticket. A person may
travel to any destination between 500 to 1,500 miles and
back for the low price of $196.
The length of the stay may be
differ with individual airlines, but most will allow a
person to stay up to 21 days
before returning.
Most airlines offer special
prices on tickets that do not
require reservations 30 days
in advance, but may have
restrictions. Some restrictions would include snorter
stays, limited flight availability and flying only on certain

'Flats' nightspot
by Mike SUvestro
Friday reporter
Perhaps you've had it with the
flatness of Northwest Ohio.
You're ready for a change of
pace. Maybe your answer lies in
the Flats.
The Flats is located on the
banks of the Cuyahoga River.
For years, the Flats was the
industrial stronghold of Cleveland's economy. Once the home
for coal, iron ore and metal
companies, the Flats has been
revamped into a bustling night
spot for the 18-to-24 age group.
A row of clubs and hars lines
the side of Old River Rd. The
first in this long row is BIGGIE'S. If vintage rock appeals
to you, you'll like Biggie's. For
those who like to listen to a live
music, a local band such as Wild
Horses or Quick performs two or
three nights a week, with a
small dance floor in front of the
stage. For those more visuallyoriented, try out Biggie's fourfoot TV screen.
Biggie's isn't big; seating is
limited to about 20 tables. Standing room only crowds are quite
frequent here, especially on
weekends. Drinkpricesare
quite high, also. There is a cover
charge of $3 of the nights a band
is playing, $1 all other nights.

WVIIH THIS f.OUPOM

— MORE INFORMATION TO FOLLOW

BUY A SLICE GET A SLICE FREE!
Choose any of our six varieties of
fresh, hot, inch thick, half pound
slices—ready when you are

One coupon per person
Void with other specials
Offer Expires: 1/22/86

ViHd only it 176 E. Wooster, Bowling Grew, Ohio

The Board of Student Publications
is now accepting applications for

Doubles Night
Large pitcher of beer
For the 19 and Over Crowd

TONIGHT ONLY

Best Music of the 50's
to the Cream of the 80's
NO COVER CHARGE
CHECK IT OUT
SUNDAY

SUNDAY

1532 S. Byrne Rd.

SUNDAY
Ph. 382-1876

EDITOR
of

THE BG NEWS
for
Spring Semester 1986
Applications available at 214 West Hall.
Deadline: Tues., November 26,5 p.m.

days of the week .
The price of the ticket is
also contingent on the day of
the week in which the flight is
schedueled. Most airlines offer cheaper rates for flights
on Tuesdays, Wednesdays
and Saturdays; middle-ofthe-week days on which most
Kpple would not want to
vel. Airlines would lose
money unless they offer
something to lure people into
traveling on those days .
The large, well-known airlines usually do not have any
problems with ticket sales -in
fact, nearly all of their flights
are over-booked •
The
smaller, less popular airlines
will set their prices fairly low
to compete with the larger
airlines. Their service may
not be as posh, but their tickets are less expensive.
Prices do fluctuate for any
airline, though. For exact
ticket prices and other flight
information consult the Yellow Pages for each airline's
toll-free number.
Information for this story
was obtained from American
Automobile Association
Travel Agency - Wood
County, 414 E. Wooster St.

I

Up the street from Biggie's is
the BEACH CLUB. The name is
somewhat of a misnomer; you'll
find no sand here. What you will
find is a lot of people moving to
the sounds of today's popular
dance music. About the only
thing resembling a beach atmosphere is the attire, as many of
the regulars dress Hawaiian
style. Unlike many places in the
Flats, the drinks are reasonably
priced. There is a fl cover
charge with a stamp, and
usually there is not a live band
performing. But it is a fun place
to meet people.
No trip to the Flats is com
plete without stopping at the
DOCK, a club right on the river's edge. The outdoor deck
overlooking the river is peaceful
and romantic. Inside, this twotiered establishment features a
bar downstairs and a club upstairs. The bar is not normally
crowded because patrons normally don't stay in the bar before retreating upstairs. Adult
contemporary music is usually
played here. Drink prices are
reasonable, and dinner fare is
offered nightly upstairs. Don't
expect to dance - except, perhaps, on top of the tables. Seating is conducive to intimacy, be
it through roaring laughter
among friends or quiet conversation among dates.
FAGAN'S, at the end of the
street, is a fine climax to an
evening in the Flats. Drink
prices are comparable to those
at Biggie's, but the contemporary rock-dance music played
here is quite different. The layout of Fagan's is interesting: the
bar and dance floor are in one
room with a few small tables,
while in another room to the left
are several bigger tables with
padded chairs to boot. Live
bands perform here at least
twice a week, and a $3 cover
charge is required on those
nights; $1 at all other times.
Fagan's is the place to be on St.
Patrick's Day for Irish amiability, but it is a good time all year
round.
The Flats is a little further
away than Toledo, but it offers a
wide variety of entertainment.

can Heart

Association
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Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Call now at 352-1195
Two Bedroom Furnished
$270/mo plus gas and electric

Furnished Efficiency
$225/™° gas heat included
tenant shares with electric
All residents have the privilege of
using The Cherry-wood Health Spa
located at 0* and High St.
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-4:30
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§ "Locked out - Don't Pout
« Give the Lock - Doc a shout" ^
on your next
car or apartment lock out
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A big plus in location
across the street from
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Clough Street
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DISCOUNT
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Aiiy sweatshirt
or $1.00 OFF sweat pants

FALCON HOUSE
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green g

Ph. 352-3610

Downtown Bowling Green
tab
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Ezp. 11/27/85
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THE COPY SHOP
117 East Court Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419)352-4068

COMPARE THE COST PER COPY
WHITE
200 4.6
500 2.9
1,000 2.3
5,000 1.8

COLOR
5.3
3.2
2.6
2.0

These are EVERY DAY prices
for high contrast, quality offset
printing (not Just photocopies)
on 20* 8 1/2 X 11 bond paper.
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30

B.G. DRIVE-THRU
Cains 1 Iber
Rolling Rock Kegs
Little King Kegs
Balrelchs 1 iber
DoritOS 1 Iber

Coke Classic s pt
Sprite & Slice 2 iitro

rillli^T

$1.79
$1.89
$2.19
$1.79
$1.09

MILTON'S
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"HERE FOR ALL
YOUR HAIR NEEDS"
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Hair, Skin, Nail Designers
352-4101
181(B)S. Main
354-4143
Bowling Green

20% OFF
haircuts, perms,
highlighting,
manicures.
coupon valid
with Diana
axpb-M 12-4-45
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Fri. 6»sm-10pm
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Sun. 8orn-9pm
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Saturday Special
Steak & Shrimp S5.95
B.B0 Chicken & Rib combo S5.49

The
Hutch
Pats 4 Supplies
in
Approx. 150 fish tanks, fresh and saltwater. Small animals - gerblls, hamsters, mice,
guinea pigs, etc.
Birds, lizards, puppies, kittens, etc.

20 gallon high
aquarium $14**
Aaaorted Tropicals 2 for 1.

Come In and aign up for

pill

the Ua Christmas raffle
Iota of groat Prlzea.

Call ua about our

352-8459
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Daily Spoclala 352-0123
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South Side Six
carryout
737 S. Main
352-8639
•CoW Bay, Wine ind Ctuittpignw*
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Large selection of

Imported Been.
Individuals or create
your own Imported
six pack.

